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A B S T R A C T

After Darwin (1858) presented the idea of evolution by natural
selection scientists focused on the idea of fitness as the personal
reproductive success of an individual. Hamilton (1964) gave
birth to social evolution by defining what fitness means for a
social trait, such as helping another individual by raising their
young or harming them by stealing their food. In this thesis we
look at the two most unintuitive forms of social behaviour: altru-
ism and spite. In both an individual sacrifices its own personal
fitness to help (altruism) or harm (spite) another individual. In
my chapters I cover: (i) how the altruistic production of viru-
lence factors in a pathogen can lead to strong frequency and
density dependent effects when they are under a volunteer’s
dilemma, (ii) how these strong effects can lead to year-to-year
fluctuations in bacterial virulence and the risk of epidemics, (iii)
an argument against indiscriminate spite being possible in finite
populations and argue that some previous examples are better
classified as selfish indiscriminate harming, and (iv) how spite-
ful interactions between symbionts can lead to a host evolving
higher relatedness amongst the symbionts and eventually result
in close mutualisms between the symbiont and the host.
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1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 introduction

Helping and harming is rife within the tree of life. Most organ-

isms interact with members of their own species throughout

their lifecycle. The fitness consequences of these interactions can

have a large effect on an organism’s fitness. Even superficially

asocial traits such as a solitary predator’s hunting behaviour

can have social consequences, to the predator’s offspring, for

example, or its rivals in adjacent territories. This social nature

to evolution was understood in some sense by early evolution-

ary biologists, however the focus was always on the reproduc-

tive success of an individual (Darwin, 1858; Fisher, 1930). It

was Hamilton (1964) who first conceptualised how traits could

evolve that reduced the reproductive success of an individual

but benefited its social peers.

Hamilton (1964) had the key insight that when a gene influ-

ences the fitness of another individual it has some chance of

influencing its own representation in the next generation. A gene

for parental care for example could act to increase the fitness of

an individual’s offspring, and for a sexual diploid there would

be a probability of 0.5 (relatedness) that the offspring would also

contain that gene for parental care. This statistical association

1
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extends not only to direct kin however but also to the entire

population (Grafen, 1985; Queller, 1992; Pepper, 2000). Hamilton

defined inclusive fitness as a way to understand these effects.

The inclusive fitness of an individual is the sum of: the fitness

of that individual, stripped of all help or harm from others, and

the effect on fitness of the individual on each other individual

in the population (including itself) weighted by the relatedness

to that other individual (Hamilton, 1964, 1970).

The question Hamilton sought an answer to using inclusive

fitness was, When will an organism sacrifice its own reproduc-

tive success to increase the success of another individual? When

will we see altruism evolve? Hamilton’s rule is the condition

he found, RB−C > 0. Where R is the relatedness between two

individuals, B is the benefit the focal individual (actor) gives to

another (recipient), C is the cost that actor pays to perform the

behaviour.

Hamilton’s rule allows us to categorise all social interaction

into four main groups: (i) altruistic behaviours, with a positive

cost and benefit, (ii) spiteful behaviours, with a positive cost

and a negative benefit, (iii) mutualistic behaviours, with a nega-

tive cost and a positive benefit, (iv) selfish behaviours, with a

negative cost and a negative benefit (table 1.1).

Classification Cost Benefit
Altruistic +C +B

Spiteful +C −B

Mutualistic −C +B

Selfish −C −B

Table 1.1: The sign of both the cost and the benefits classifies all social
interactions into one of four groups.
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1.2 helping and harming

Arguably the most interesting traits in this four-way classifica-

tion are altruism and spite. Mutualisms and selfish behaviours

are easily justifiable because they lead to direct increase in the

reproductive success of the individual. Altruism and spite how-

ever require the loss of fitness, which from a purely classical

view of fitness makes little sense and only seems plausible once

we consider it through the lens of inclusive fitness.

1.2.1 Altruism

In chapter 2 I focus on modelling a bacterial example of altruism.

Social behaviours in general and altruism especially appears

common amongst microbes (Crespi, 2001; Stuart A. West et al.,

2007). Bacteria form clonal colonies that can have high levels

of relatedness amongst individuals. They also perform a wide

range of extracellular behaviour by releasing proteins and other

molecules into the environment. This means many bacterial

traits have social consequences (Stuart A. West et al., 2006, 2007).

This range of examples and mechanisms make bacteria attractive

to study both experimentally and theoretically.

Bacteria often engage in behaviours that lead to production of

public goods. Because, factors are secreted into the environment

any nearby bacteria can try to take advantage of the beneficial

products of another. This makes many public goods social as

they benefit nearby bacteria as well as the individual. The reason
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this can be selected for is either the personal benefit is high

enough, the trait is selfish, or those benefiting are highly related

to the individual producing the good and therefore the trait is

altruistic.

1.2.2 Spite

In chapter 4 I consider whether indiscriminate spite can evolve.

Spite using Hamilton’s rule is expressed as a positive cost and a

negative benefit:

R(−B) − (+C) > 0

−RB > C . (1.1)

To spread in the population then spite requires a negative relat-

edness between an actor and a recipient. There are two issues

with this fact: (1) What does negative relatedness even mean?, (2)

how can it arise? Firstly, relatedness is measured with respect to

the population average (Grafen, 1985; Pepper, 2000). This means

an individual with the average relatedness to the focal individ-

ual is considered related to that individual with a coefficient of

0 even if the absolute chance that they share a gene is non-zero.

Secondly, if an individual can target individuals it knows are re-

lated to it less than the population average then their relatedness

is negative with respect to the population average. This requires

the actor to collect information about the relatedness status of

the recipient, kin discrimination (A. Gardner and S. A. West,
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2004; Andy Gardner and Stuart A. West, 2004; Andy Gardner

et al., 2007). Indiscriminate spite is where the harming behaviour

happens regardless of the relatedness between the actor and the

recipients. I show how results in support of indiscriminate spite

should be more accurately classified as selfish indiscriminate

harm.

1.3 summary of thesis

In my thesis I develop evolutionary theory to understand help-

ing and harming behaviours in the natural world. Oftentimes

the help and harm an individual does can have knock-on second

order effects to members of its own species and to members of

other species. These feedbacks complicate the analysis of social

traits. Rather than ignore these effects I have attempted to add

back some elements of these dynamics to see if it can better

predict the patterns seen in nature.

chapter 2 — In this chapter I explore the effects of a

volunteer’s dilemma on the maintenance and success of a par-

asitic bacterium. In the volunteer’s dilemma only a subset of

the group has to produce a public good to benefit all members

equally. This causes a large payoff advantage of defection. I

investigate this using the production of Crystal toxins by the

insect pathogen Bacillus thuringiensis.

Contribution: The idea was developed between Patel, Ray-

mond and West. All modelling was done by Patel. The final
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manuscript was written by Patel with thoughts and comments

by Raymond, West and Bonsall.

chapter 3 — Following from Chapter 1, I derive a set

of difference equations for the growth of Bacillus thuringiensis

populations. Using these equations I try to find patterns of

strategy variance in the bacterial population dynamics which

are thought to occur in nature.

Contribution: The idea was developed between Patel and

West. All modelling and writing was done by Patel with com-

ments and advice from West and Bonsall.

chapter 4 — It is understood that spite can evolve when

individuals discriminate between kin and non-kin. However,

some authors have argued that indiscriminate spite can also

evolve. In this chapter I propose that previous work on in-

discriminate spite has misclassified the behaviour due to an

incorrect partitioning of fitness effects. I derive a partitioning

that makes a finer distinction between direct and indirect ef-

fects and show that previous theory on spite may have actually

been describing a selfish behaviour. Indiscriminate spite may

not evolve but indiscriminate harming may.

Contribution: The idea was developed between Patel and

Biernaskie. Initial modelling and writing was done by Patel.

Final draft was contributed to by Biernaskie and West.

chapter 5 — The evolution of symbiosis is one of the

most extreme forms of cross species helping. It has been shown
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that increasing relatedness amongst symbionts within a host

leads to higher levels of cooperation between the host and the

symbiont. However, Frank (1996) identified that a mutant host

that increased relatedness amongst its symbionts would not gain

an advantage until many generations down the line. Therefore,

an immediate advantage to increasing relatedness must exist. I

present a model for symbiosis where that immediate advantage

is the reduction in bacteriocin production amongst symbionts.

This increases the productivity of bacterial symbionts in the

short term and in the long term can lead to higher levels of

cooperation with the host. I present an illustrative model and a

set of individual based simulations to support these ideas.

Contribution: The idea was developed between Patel and

West. All modelling and writing was done by Patel with com-

ments and advice from West.

chapter 6 — I discuss the work presented in my thesis.

I identify key areas highlighted by my work that merit further

exploration and clarification.

I have kept this introduction short as this is submitted as

an integrated thesis, and as such each chapter has its own

comprehensive introduction.
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Crystal Toxins and the volunteer’s1

dilemma in bacteria.2

Matishalin Patel, Ben Raymond, Michael B. Bonsall, Stuart A. West3

December 13, 20194

1 Abstract5

The growth and virulence of the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis depends6

on the production of Cry toxins, which are used to perforate the gut of7

its host. Successful invasion of the host relies on producing a threshold8

amount of toxin, after which there is no benefit from producing more toxin.9

Consequently, the production of Cry toxin appears to be a different type of10

social problem compared with the public goods scenarios that bacteria usu-11

ally encounter. We show that selection for toxin production is a volunteer’s12

dilemma. We make specific predictions that: (1) selection for toxin produc-13

tion depends upon an interplay between the number of bacterial cells that14

each host ingests, and the genetic relatedness between those cells; (2) cheats15

that do not produce toxin gain an advantage when at low frequencies, and16

at high bacterial density, allowing them to be maintained in a population17

alongside toxin producing cells. More generally, our results emphasise the18

diversity of the social games that bacteria play.19

2.1 abstract 11



keywords:20

virulence, cooperation, game theory, kin-selection, evolution, social evolu-21

tion22

2 Introduction23

The growth and virulence of many bacteria depends upon successfully co-24

operating in public goods games with other bacteria. Bacteria produce and25

secrete a range of molecules, which provide a benefit to the local group of26

cells, and so act as public goods, for example, iron scavenging siderophores,27

or protein digesting proteases (West, Diggle, Buckling, Gardner and Griffin,28

2007). Individual cells pay the metabolic cost of producing these molecules,29

but their benefits are then shared as public goods with the local population30

of cells. Consequently, producing cells could potentially be out-competed31

by non-producing, cheats, who gain the benefits, without paying the costs.32

There is a large theoretical and empirical literature examining how various33

factors such as interactions between genetically identical cells (kin selec-34

tion), can stabilise the production of public goods in bacteria (Brown and35

Johnstone, 2001; West and Buckling, 2003; Griffin et al., 2004; Diggle et al.,36

2007; Frank, 2010b,a).37

In contrast, the growth and virulence of the bacterium Bacillus thuringien-38

sis appears to depend upon a different type of social game (Raymond et al.,39

2012). The life cycle of this bacterium depends upon two steps in the host.40

First, after an insect host ingests a number of spores, the bacterial cells use41

a costly crystal (Cry) toxin to perforate the host gut, and invade the host42

(Höfte and Whiteley, 1989; Ibrahim et al., 2010; Raymond et al., 2012). The43

toxin is a large protein, up to 147 kilodaltons, that may form up to 35% of a44

bacterium’s dry mass (Loferer-Krößbacher et al., 1998). Second, the bacteria45

multiply within the host and invest in Cry toxin production, causing host46

2.2 introduction 12



death and the release of bacterial spores (Raymond et al., 2010). In contrast47

to a public goods scenario the benefit of producing Cry toxin is relatively all48

or nothing — you either produce enough to invade the host, or you do not.49

As producing a certain amount of total toxin is key, the strategy that will be50

favoured by evolution could also depend upon the number of spores that51

are inside a host (Archetti, 2009; Raymond and Bonsall, 2013; Cornforth52

et al., 2015).53

We examine the evolutionary stability and dynamics of Cry toxin pro-54

duction using two different modelling approaches. First, we use a game55

theoretic approach to examine under what conditions the production of Cry56

toxin is favoured (Taylor and Frank, 1996). This approach assumes only57

small variations in toxin production (weak selection), and looks for a single58

equilibrium. In contrast, in nature there is large variation in toxin produc-59

tion, between cells that produce (cooperators) or do not produce (cheats)60

Cry toxin (Raymond et al., 2010, 2012). Deng et al. (2015) find that cheaters61

produce on average 30% more spores than cooperators. This variation is62

driven by both differences in copy number of Cry toxin genes and the pres-63

ence or absence of a plasmid carrying the genes (Höfte and Whiteley, 1989;64

Raymond and Bonsall, 2013). This led us to consider both a weak selection65

model (mutations to Cry genes) and a strong selection model (gain or loss66

of a plasmid carrying the Cry genes). Furthermore, factors such as popu-67

lation density and cooperator frequency can fluctuate over short timescales68

(Schoener, 2011; Raymond et al., 2012; Gokhale and Hauert, 2016), and69

studies of the density of spores in the wild have shown that group sizes70

are very low suggesting that stochastic effects could be important (Madu-71

ell et al., 2002; Collier et al., 2005; Raymond et al., 2010). Therefore, our72

second approach is to model the dynamics of a system that contains both73

co-operators and cheats, to examine how these dynamics are influenced by74

bacterial density, and the frequency of cooperators.75

2.3 models 13



3 Model I: EquilibriumModel76

We use a game theoretic approach to express the fitness of a bacterial cell77

as a function of: the probability it infects a host, β(z); and, the number of78

spores it generates, f (y) — where, z is the group average strategy and y79

is the individual cells strategy. We assume an infinitely sized population80

of bacteria distributed into finitely sized patches of n bacteria. There are81

non-overlapping generations and the bacterial spores disperse randomly to82

other patches.83

We assume that the probability that a bacterium in a group of n cells84

successfully infects a host, β, is a function of their average investment, z.85

We model this probability using a sigmoidal curve as a continuously differ-86

entiable approximation of a step function:87

β(z) =
1

1 + e−(nz−k)
, (1)

where, the group production of toxin nz is compared to k, which is the88

threshold at which the chance of infection would be 0.5 (Cornforth et al.,89

2012). When the total toxin production is low (nz << k) then the chance90

of infection is close to 0 as toxin production increases 0 ≤ nz ≤ k then the91

function is accelerating and then past the threshold (k < nz) the function is92

decelerating and asymptotes to 1.93

We assume there is a linear trade-off between the energy a bacterium94

puts into producing toxin, y, and the energy available for growth, f — as95

both require the generation of protein:96

f (y) = 1− ay , (2)

where a is the cost per unit of toxin and the baseline fecundity is 1. The97

fitness function of a focal bacterium will be the product of the probability98

2.3 models 14



it invades a host and the growth of the bacterium once it has successfully99

invaded (β(z) · f (y)):100

ω(y,z) =
1− ay

1 + e−(nz−k)
. (3)

Equation (3) illustrates that producing the Cry toxin has a cost to the indi-101

vidual by reducing its growth, f (y). However, it is beneficial to the group,102

including our focal individual, as it increases the chance of successful in-103

vasion, β(z). The production of Cry toxin is either mutually beneficial or104

altruistic depending on parameter values (Rousset, 2004; West, Griffin and105

Gardner, 2007). This is a similar but altered formulation to Archetti and106

Scheuring (2011) as we use a multiplicative rather than additive cost. Hav-107

ing a multiplicative cost retains meaningful dimensions for the fitness by108

multiplying a probability by a relative fecundity, which allows an interpre-109

tation for fitness (ω) as the actual fecundity expected by an individual.110

We seek an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), which is the individual111

strategy at fixation which cannot be invaded by some rare alternative strat-112

egy. Following Taylor and Frank (1996), we construct an expression for the113

change in inclusive fitness, ∆ωIF , and solve for a monomorphic population114

that is at equilibrium:115

∆ωIF

∣∣∣∣
y=z=z∗

= 0

z∗ =
1
a
− 1
r(n− 1) + 1

− W (a,k,n, r)
n

, (4)

where, W is a Lambert-W function which is strictly positive (see B) and r116

is the relatedness between the different bacterial cells infecting the host.117

We define r as the probability that two individuals share the same gene118

at a locus relative to the population average (Grafen, 1985). This measure119

is obtained by replacing the regression of the recipients phenotype on the120

2.3 models 15



focal individuals genotype (R in Taylor and Frank (1996)) with: R = 1
n +121

n−1
n r. Where 1/n is the chance the other individual is oneself and n − 1/n122

is the chance of a social partner with other’s only relatedness r to the focal123

individual (Pepper, 2000).124

The equilibrium at z∗ is a maximum however it may be unreachable. To125

test whether a population under weak selection would converge to equilib-126

rium (convergence stability), we examined whether the second order terms127

at the equilibrium were negative (Otto and Day, 2011). We found that the128

derivative of the change in inclusive fitness with respect to y was less than129

0 at equilibrium:130

∆ω′IF
∣∣∣∣
y=z=z∗

< 0 (5)

if: a > 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, n ≥ 1, and W ≥ 0 .

So the equilibrium at z∗ is a candidate ESS. To determine uninvadibility we131

implement an extension to the Taylor and Frank (1996) approach, by inter-132

preting the second derivative of the fitness equation in terms of inclusive133

fitness effects, therefore establishing a condition for the candidate equilib-134

rium to be a local maximum (Cooper and West, 2018). In appendix A we135

show that z∗ is an uninvaidable strategy as well as being convergently stable.136

3.1 The effect of relatedness137

We found that increasing relatedness (r) increases individual toxin produc-138

tion. Examining the derivative of the equilibrium toxin production (z∗) with139

respect to relatedness (r) we found that:140

∂z∗

∂r
≥ 0 ∀r; r ∈ [0,1] . (6)
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Figure 1: The equilibrium toxin production depends on group size (n) and relatedness
(r). a) When r > 0, as we increase group size, toxin production initially increases and
then decreases. b) The total amount of toxin produced by the group, nz∗, increases with
group size, therefore, the chance of infecting the host is always higher in larger groups
(appendix E). These graphs assume k = 2 and a = 2

3 (appendix D).

So as relatedness (r) within the group increases the ESS of toxin also in-141

creases (z∗) (appendix C). Increasing relatedness increases the indirect bene-142

fit from toxin production as the group chance of invasion, β(z), has a greater143

chance of being shared with kin. However, even when relatedness is low144

(r = 0) toxin production is favoured as it is essential to reproductive success145

(fig. 1).146

3.2 The effect of group size147

As groups increase in size individual toxin production initially peaks and148

then declines — when relatedness is non-zero (fig. 1a). This is due to the149

efficiency gained when close to the accelerating section of the sigmoidal β(z)150

function (near the threshold). As the benefits (β(z)) are accelerating, small151

increases in toxin production lead to large increases in infection chance.152

Past the peak toxin production, the greater number of individuals in the153

patch allow for individual bacteria to reduce their investment but the group154

remains at a high chance of successfully invading (see appendix E).155
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3.3 The effect of the threshold156

The derivative of toxin production, z∗, with respect to the threshold is al-157

ways positive or zero:158

∂z∗

∂k
=

W


ne

n
(

1
a − 1

r(n−1)+1

)
−k

(n−1)r+1




n


W


ne

n
(

1
a − 1

r(n−1)+1

)
−k

(n−1)r+1


+ 1




∂z∗

∂k
> 0 if : a > 0, k ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. (7)

Therefore, if more toxin is required to invade the host (higher k) individuals159

will be selected to increase their toxin production (z∗).160

3.4 Cry toxin as a Volunteer’s Dilemma161

Our model illustrates that the production of crystal toxin by the bacte-162

ria is a volunteer’s dilemma. Volunteer’s dilemmas are a class of social163

games where the benefit is gained after a threshold investment in the good164

is reached and the benefit is fixed for each member regardless of group size165

or personal investment (Archetti, 2009, 2018). The perforation caused by166

Cry toxin can be used by any organisms in the gut, it is a public good. The167

Cry toxin only perforates the gut after a certain concentration, the good acts168

after a threshold (eq. (1)). And, the benefit to the bacteria is access to the169

tissue of the host which is a binary outcome, either the bacteria have ac-170

cess or not, there is no additional benefit for exceeding the threshold of Cry171

toxin in the gut (Höfte and Whiteley, 1989; Ibrahim et al., 2010; Raymond172

et al., 2012). These qualities of the Cry toxin system make its production a173

volunteer’s dilemma.174
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4 Model II: Cooperator-Cheat Dynamics175

In nature the density and fraction of spores, that either do (cooperators) or176

don’t (cheats) produce Cry toxins, can be very variable over short temporal177

and spatial scales (Maduell et al., 2002; Collier et al., 2005; Raymond and178

Bonsall, 2013). We capture this ecological variation with a model which179

allows us to compare individuals that produce toxin at a fixed level (co-180

operator) against individuals which do not produce any toxin (cheats). We181

compare the relative fitness between these two types to determine under182

varying ecological parameters.183

We assume a population of bacteria whose spores freely mix and are184

taken up at random by a host. We assume that the host ingests P bacterial185

spores. In the environment a proportion (c) of bacteria are cooperators and186

(1 − c) are cheats. For a focal individual in a group of P − 1 social partners187

there are i cooperators which are distributed:188

P r(i) ∼ Binomial(P − 1, c) =
(
P − 1
i

)
ci (1− c)P−1−i . (8)

From eq. (3) given i cooperators in a group the payoff, π, for the focal bac-189

terium producing y toxin will be:190

πi(y,z) =
1− ay

1 + e−(iz+y−k)
. (9)

Therefore, the overall fitness of a focal bacterium producing y toxin in a191

population of cooperators producing z toxin will be:192

ω(y,z) =
P−1∑

i=0

(
P − 1
i

)
ci (1− c)P−1−i 1− ay

1 + e−(iz+y−k)
. (10)

This allows us to express the fitness of a cooperator in the population as193

ω(z,z) and that of a cheat as ω(0, z). The relative fitness of cheats to cooper-194
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ators in the population is:195

νD =
ω(0, z)
ω(z,z)

(11)

This model assumes a large trait difference between cooperators and cheaters196

(strong selection).197
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Figure 2: (a) The relative fitness of cheats is negatively frequency dependent as cheats
become more common they are more often aggregated together and so suffer in relative
fitness to cooperators. (b) As group size increases there is a positive density dependent
effect on cheat fitness, the larger the group the more chance that sufficient toxin is produced
by the group. Using parameters: k = 2, a = 2/3 and z = 0.17 (appendix D).

4.1 Frequency dependence198

As the proportion of cheats increases we find that the relative fitness of199

cheats decreases (fig. 2a). As cheats become more common, groups become200

dominated by cheats and the chance that a group produces enough toxin201

decreases. Why do we find frequency dependence when, in the simplest202

possible case, a public goods dilemma leads to selection being frequency203

independent (Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007).204

The result of frequency independence requires either: (1) that the effect205

on public good production is linear or, (2) that the trait is under weak selec-206

tion. Either of these two assumptions make a linear approximation, using207

a first order Taylor expansion, valid. And, such expansions, are frequency208

independent (Rousset, 2004; Lehmann and Rousset, 2014). This argument209
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is similar to the justification for frequency independent selection of a trait210

that the selection gradient, s(z) = ∂ω/∂y+r∂ω/∂z, is constant with respect to211

allele frequency (Hamilton, 1964; Gore et al., 2009; Lehmann and Rousset,212

2014).213

However, in our model we find that the relative fitness of a cheat is fre-214

quency dependent. This is because we relax both of the assumptions made215

by Ross-Gillespie et al. (2007). We have a non-linear synergistic effect be-216

tween cooperators which means that each cooperator or defector does not217

have a linear effect on the fitness of the focal individual, due to the step218

like benefit function (β(z)). Addition or subtraction of a cooperator has a219

large effect when a group is close to the the threshold but a much smaller220

effect when the group toxin production is already very low or very high;221

the benefit of a cooperator is dependent on the compisition of the group222

which is itself dependent on the frequency of cooperators. This synergy223

introduces a frequency dependent term into the first order effects of our224

selection gradient (Lehmann and Rousset, 2014). Secondly, we consider a225

game with strong selection which makes approximating the gradient using226

only first order terms inappropriate. The large difference between cooper-227

ator and cheat strategies causes higher order terms of the relative fitness228

to matter and these higher order terms will include frequency dependent229

terms (Hamilton, 1964; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007).230

These two effects lead to a frequency dependent relative fitness found231

here — unlike the frequency independence found in earlier models (Ross-232

Gillespie et al., 2007). The synergistic game causes the first order term of the233

Taylor expansion to be frequency dependent. The strong selection causes234

higher order terms to become more substantial. These two effects are suffi-235

cient but not necessary conditions for frequency dependence to arise.236
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4.2 Density dependence237

Increasing the density of the population, by increasing the group size (P )238

while holding the frequency of cooperators constant, increases relative cheat239

fitness. Figure 2b shows that in more dense populations there is a greater240

chance that a group will have a sufficient number of cooperators to invade a241

host successfully (Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009). The mean number of cooper-242

ators in a group increases with density allowing cheats to exploit more co-243

operators. In the limit, as P increases, the chance of infection for all patches244

in the population is one, (β(z∗) = 1). Therefore, the fitness of cheats is 1 and245

the fitness of all cooperators is 1 − az. The relative fitness of cheats then246

approaches, 1/(1− az).247

4.3 Population Aggregation248

The above model assumes patches form randomly from the population with249

no structuring beyond random chance. We now imagine a scenario where250

similar strategies are clumped together, as would be expected if they had251

emerged from the same host (van Leeuwen et al., 2015). We use a modi-252

fied Poisson binomial distribution to model the initial member of a group253

biasing subsequent draws towards its own type. As initial founders are254

randomly distributed, a fraction c of the groups are clumped around a co-255

operator and a fraction d around a cheat (c+ d = 1).256

So given that the patch is started by a cooperator then the of number of257

cooperators among such patches is given by the probability mass function:258

(
P − 1
i − 1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
less founder

(c+ δ1)i−1

︸     ︷︷     ︸
Pr (i cooperators)

(1− (c+ δ1))P−i

︸             ︷︷             ︸
Pr (P-i cheats)

, (12)
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and similarly for cheats:259

(
P − 1
i

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
less founder

(1− (d + δ2))i

︸          ︷︷          ︸
Pr (i cooperators)

(d + δ2)P−i−1

︸         ︷︷         ︸
Pr (P-i-1 cheats)

. (13)

The binomial coefficient is C(P − 1, i − 1) for cooperators as the founder in-260

dividual counts for the first group member and the first cooperator. For261

the defector patches the founder only accounts for the first group member,262

hence C(P − 1, i). The two variables, δ1 and δ2, are terms that bias the dis-263

tributions based on the founder. The larger their values the more strongly264

the two types aggregate. These two distributions represent an underlying265

distribution — that of the simpler model. We define φ ∈ [0,1] as the level266

of aggregation and define the bias parameters as: δ1 = φc ; δ2 = δ1
c
d . When267

φ is one then patches of all cooperators and all cheats form and when it268

is zero then there is no bias and patches form as they would in a binomial269

distribution. By expressing the bias parameters (δ1 and δ2), in terms of φ, c270

and d, we ensure that the sum over both distributions is equal to one, and271

the terms are weighted probabilities.272

The distribution of the number of cooperators in a patch is weighted by273

the fitness of the focal individual in such a group (the sum of the above two274

distributions), giving:275

ωS(y,z) =
P−1∑

i=0


c

(
P − 1
i − 1

)
(c+ δ1)i−1 (1− (c+ δ1))P−i +

(1− c)
(
P − 1
i

)
(1− ((1− c) + δ2))i ((1− c) + δ2)P−i−1


πi(x, i · y) , (14)

and from this we calculate a structured relative fitness: νDS =ωS(0, z)/ωS(z,z)276

At maximum aggregation (φ = 1) cheats will do very poorly against co-277

operators as groups formed of all cheats have almost zero chance of invad-278

ing the host. In the absence of aggregation (φ = 0), cheats will be perform-279
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Figure 3: Graphs ofωS , eq. (14), using parameters: k = 2, a = 2/3 and z = 0.17 (appendix D).
(a) When group size is low, P = 5 increasing aggregation leads to decreasing relative fitness
for cheats regardless of the initial cooperator frequency (b) At higher group sizes (P =
10) the pattern is also decreasing at high cooperator frequencies however at middling and
low densities we see a non monotonic pattern with an intermediate aggregation causing a
maximum relative fitness in cheats.

ing as if the population were unstructured, as in the previous model. As280

aggregation increases cheats are more likely to find themselves in groups281

composed mostly of cooperators or mostly of cheats and very rarely a group282

close to an unbiased distribution.283

Intermediate levels of aggregation can, with intermediate frequencies of284

cooperators and high densities, lead to an increase in cheat relative fitness285

(fig. 3). When group sizes are large the benefit to all members of a group286

of cooperators will approach one. At that point any additional coopera-287

tors will perform much worse than additional cheats as they will be paying288

the cost of producing toxin and gaining no marginal benefit from this ad-289

ditional toxin (infection chance can’t be greater than one). Therefore, at290

intermediate levels of aggregation, enough cooperators will be on patches291

to infect a host and be exploited by cheats. Conversely in the defector biased292

groups the threshold will never be reached and cooperators perform poorly293

as they are paying a cost for little benefit and any generated benefit is being294

exploited by cheats. This leads to high density scenarios with intermediate295

levels of aggregation increasing cheat relative fitness.296

The above method of looking at the relative fitness of cheats to cooper-297
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Figure 4: (a) Frequency dependence is still present in the base case of no aggregation
as aggregation increases a critical point is reached at full aggregation where frequency
dependence disappears (b) Increasing density increases cheat fitness as long as aggregation
is again less than one. At full aggregation the density dependent effect disappears. Using
parameters: k = 2, a = 2/3 and z = 0.17 (appendix D).

ator shows whether a cheat will be increasing or decreasing in the popula-298

tion. This gives a static view of the dynamics occurring in the population.299

Our analysis shows how cheats can have a high enough relative fitness to300

invade a population and some predictions on what would happen as en-301

vironmental and demographic parameters change. However, they cannot302

establish over the long term whether cheating is a stable strategy in a pop-303

ulation. In appendix F we show that cheat-cooperator co-existence can be304

reached dynamically from our model (Peña et al., 2014; Archetti, 2018).305

5 Discussion306

The production of toxin by the bacterium B. thuringiensis is different from307

the kind of public goods game that is usually imagined in bacteria. The308

threshold nature of the toxin production leads to a volunteer’s dilemma309

where for each individual it would be optimal if another were to volunteer310

to produce the good (toxin) instead of them. We found, with a game the-311

ory approach, that the ESS level of toxin production: (1) increases when the312

cells infecting a host host are more related, and (2) peaks at intermediate313
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numbers of cells infecting a host (fig. 1). We then developed a stochastic314

model of the dynamics of cooperators that produce toxin, and cheats that315

do not produce toxin. We found the relative fitness of cheats was greater316

when: (1) they were less common (lower frequencies), (2) more cells infect317

each host (higher densities) (fig. 2), (3) cells partially aggregated with the318

same cell types (relatives) (fig. 3). Our results show how ecological condi-319

tions can influence the relative fitness of cheats and cooperators, in ways320

that could feedback into the population dynamics of B. thuringiensis and its321

invertebrate hosts.322

5.1 The volunteer’s dilemma for public goods.323

The volunteers dilemma is a very widely applicable game. Bacterial sig-324

nalling pathways that require quorum sensing could fall under the um-325

brella of volunteer’s dilemmas (Darch et al., 2012). Costly signalling in gen-326

eral about environmental conditions is likely to be a volunteer’s dilemma.327

The production of toxins with threshold conditions (such as Cry toxin) are328

all volunteer’s dilemmas. Identifying how non-linear public goods games329

such as volunteer’s dilemmas differ in behaviour from tradition linear pub-330

lic goods games helps us understand a diverse set of games.331

Assuming that toxin production resembles a volunteer’s dilemma game332

leads to some different predictions compared with other social traits in bac-333

teria that have been studied (Brown, 1999; Brown and Johnstone, 2001;334

West and Buckling, 2003; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007; Ross-Gillespie et al.,335

2009; Frank, 2010a). We found that individual investment (toxin produc-336

tion) is highest at intermediate group sizes, that the fitness of cheats can337

depend upon their frequency in the population (frequency dependence) in338

well mixed populations, and that intermediate levels of aggregation can in-339

crease the relative fitness of cheats (Archetti, 2009, 2018). In contrast, in340

linear public goods games, toxin production is not frequency dependent in341
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well mixed populations, and intermediate levels of aggregation decrease the342

relative fitness of cheats (Brown and Johnstone, 2001; West and Buckling,343

2003; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009).344

Our result that cheater fitness is dependent upon the frequency in the345

population contrasts with Hamilton (1964) ”gift from god” that coopera-346

tor fitness should be independent of frequency. Our analyses differ from347

Hamilton’s in two ways. Firstly, in the volunteer’s dilemma, each additional348

player has a non-linear effect (non-additivity) on the benefit, which means349

that even when looking at first order terms frequency is present as a vari-350

able (Rousset, 2004). Secondly, in our models we assume that the cheater351

produces no toxin and the cooperator produces a large quantity, leading352

to strong selection, which means that linearising the relative fitness is no353

longer appropriate as higher order terms have large effects (Ross-Gillespie354

et al., 2007; Gore et al., 2009; Lehmann and Rousset, 2014). In nature Cry355

toxin genes often occur on plasmids so large loss and gain of function mu-356

tations are possible, therefore we consider a strong selection model to be357

more accurate for the natural dynamics (Ibrahim et al., 2010). A more ex-358

plicit model with a continuous scale of toxin production would extend our359

model to cover a greater number of biological scenarios.360

5.2 Bt in the wild361

Our results are supported by both observational and experimental data362

from field populations of B. thuringiensis. Consistent with our prediction363

that frequency dependent selection can lead to cooperators and cheats coex-364

isting, natural populations show variation in the level of cry toxin produc-365

tion, with both producers and non-producers coexisting (Raymond et al.,366

2010, 2012; Raymond and Bonsall, 2013). Also, as predicted by our model,367

experimental manipulations have found that the relative fitness of cheats368

is higher when they are at lower frequencies in the populations, and at369
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higher densities (frequency and density dependent selection) (Raymond370

et al., 2012).371

Our model also makes novel testable predictions. We predicted that the372

fitness of cells that do not produce toxin (cheaters) depends upon an inter-373

action between aggregation and density (fig. 4), and that toxin production374

should peak at intermediate group sizes (fig. 1). These predictions could be375

tested with field manipulations or experimental evolution. Our results also376

suggest the possibility for interactions between evolutionary and ecologi-377

cal (population) dynamics, that require further theoretical and empirical378

work. For example, low cell densities at the start of a season would favour379

cells that produce toxin (cooperators), which would lead to an increase in380

cell densities. This would favour cells that do not produce toxin (cheaters),381

which could reduce cell densities and now favour toxin producers again.382

Furthermore, these changes in cell densities and the frequency of toxin pro-383

ducers would also impact on the population dynamics of their invertebrate384

hosts, which could also influence the number of cells infecting each host385

(Raymond et al., 2012). These dynamics could potentially lead to seasonal386

patterns and/or intermittent epidemics of B. thuringiensis. The interplay387

of evolutionary and ecological dynamics between toxin non-producers and388

toxin producers has previously been demonstrated over the production of389

an enzyme to beak down sucrose in yeast (Gore et al., 2009; Sanchez and390

Gore, 2013).391
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A Uninvadibility condition503

We construct a measure of the change in inclusive fitness caused by chang-504

ing the focal actors strategy. This is done by expanding the total derivative505

of the fitness function with respect to a dummy variable for the underlying506

gene, which yields the expanded derivative (Taylor and Frank, 1996):507

dω(x,y)
dg

=
∂ω
∂x

dx
dg

+
∂ω
∂y

dy

dg
(15)

Following from Taylor and Frank (1996) we make the substitutions of the508

phenotypic derivatives for regression coefficients and then simplify to get509

an expression of change in inclusive fitness:510

∆ωIF =
∂ω
∂x
· 1 +

∂ω
∂y

R (16)

In the paper we then analyse the behaviour of ∆ωIF and ∆ω′IF to charac-511

terise the equilibrium as maximal and convergent. Cooper and West (2018)512

method is used to determine if the equilibrium is unavailable. In brief, we513

consider the second derivative of the total derivative taken to obtain the in-514

clusive fitness effects (Taylor and Frank, 1996). This expands into a long515

chain rule where we drop all higher order terms (∂g2 etc.) as negligible and516

substitute the regression coefficients as before, leaving us with:517

d2ω(x,y)
dg2 ≈ ∂

2ω

∂x2 + 2
∂2ω
∂x∂y

R+
∂2ω

∂y2 R
2 . (17)
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When this expression is less than zero we can say the equilibrium found is518

uninvaidable.519

B Sign of the ProductLog520

W is a Lambert-W function which is strictly positive. The Lambert-W func-521

tion or ProductLog function is the inverse of the functions in form XeX :522

Y = XeX ↔ X =W (Y ) (18)

In this case the function in full is:523

W (a,n, r,k) =W



nen(

1
a+ 1
−nr+r−1 )−k

(n− 1)r + 1


 (19)

From the above we can see that — assuming: a > 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, n ≥ 1, k ≥ 0524

— then the function within the brackets will be positive and therefore the525

value of the function will be a positive real number.526

C Analysis of the effect of relatedness527

∂z∗

∂r
=
∂
∂r

(
1
a

+
1

r −nr − 1
− W (a,n, r,k)

n

)

= −(r −nr − 1)−2(1−n)−n−1 ∂
∂r

(W (a,n, r,k))

= −(r −nr − 1)−2(1−n)− (n− 1)2(r − 1)W (a,n, r,k)
n(1 + (n− 1)r)2(1 +W (a,n, r,k))

(20)

The expression obtained in eq. (20) is indeed always greater than or equal to528

zero forall values of r in the internal [0,1]. We can see this by first remem-529

bering that the function W is always positive for any parameter set which530

is biologically reasonable — a > 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, n ≥ 1, k ≥ 0. We then see that531

the first term is positive in the denominator (a squared term) and negative532
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or zero in the numerator (1−nwhere n ≥ 1), negating a negative is of course533

positive so the first term has positive effect on slope. The second term is also534

negative in the numerator as r − 1 is always zero or negative. Again it has a535

positive effect as it is negated from the slope. Therefore as long as the pa-536

rameters are biologically reasonable the effect of increasing r is to increase537

investment in the toxin an individual produces.538

D Parameter Choice for Figures539

We chose a standard parameter set for our graphs of: k = 2, a = 2/3, P = 5,540

and z = 0.17. The cooperator strategy (z = 0.17) is derived from the first541

model. When the strategy z∗ (eq. (4)) is evaluated with: r = 0, k = 2, a = 2/3,542

and n = 5. This yields z∗ = 1
2 − 1

5W (5
√
e) = 0.175132, which was rounded543

down to two decimal places to give a conservative estimate of the bac-544

terium’s investment into toxin. The threshold k = 2 was chosen to ensure545

that no one cell could have more than 0.5 probability of entering the host546

and that the the game was social. The cost was set to 2/3 to represent the547

fact that the tradeoff was between current and future investment so was not548

directly linear. Also this discount captures the benefit the organism expects549

to get from investment now into the toxin. Group size was considered to be550

5 as the expected groups are small and at a maximum thought to be around551

10 spores. Five spores therefore is the average assuming uniform group552

sizes as the null.553

E Parameter sweep for the effect of group size554

In the paper we assume a cost of two-thirds and a threshold of two in all sce-555

narios. This was done so that in the case of two individuals total investment556

by both is necessary to reach the threshold value in β(z). The reason that the557

cost was set to 2
3 was to represent the fact that the tradeoff is against future558
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investment not current investment. In fig. 5 we can see a greater range of559

parameters which are presented here to show that the patterns found are560

generally true across a reasonable range of parameter space.561

F Gain function and interior rest points562

A property of the payoff ω(z,y) (eq. (10)) is that it is a polynomial in Bern-563

stein form (Peña et al., 2014, 2015). This allows us to draw general conclu-564

sions about the shape and behaviour of this function by looking at a simple565

gain function. In essence we can calculate ai as the payoff for cooperating566

when i others cooperate, and bi as the payoff when defecting and i others567

cooperate.568

ai =
1

1 + e−(y+iy−k)
(1− ay) (21)

bi =
1

1 + e−(iy−k)
(22)

These are used to generate a measure of the gain from switching given i569

cooperators:570

d(i) = ai − bi (23)

Which gives a gain sequence:571

d = (d0,d1, ...,dn) (24)

Now the purpose of this process is that the signs of the elements in the gain572

sequence, d, tell us the stability of the two trivial rest states of the system573

and the number and stability of any interior rest points; assuming evolution574

occurs in an infinitely large well-mixed population (Peña et al., 2014). We575

are interested in three properties of the sequence:576
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1. If the sign of the first element (d0) is negative then the rest state of full577

defection is stable.578

2. If the last element of the sequence (dn) is positive then the rest point579

of full cooperation is stable.580

3. If there is one sign change in the sequence then there exists a unique581

interior rest point, furthermore, if the first element is positive then582

both trivial rest cases (all defect, all cooperate) are unstable and the583

interior point is stable.584

Figure 6 shows the case with the parameters: a = 2
3 , n = 10, and k = 2. There585

exists a parameter range for the cooperating strategy between z = (0.1,0.5]586

where there is a stable interior rest point — cooperators and defectors co-587

exist. When the trait is sufficently low then there is stable point when the588

population is all cooperators and when the trait value is higher than 0.5 the589

only stable scenario is all defectors. From the equilibrium game before we590

might expect the toxin production value to be around z∗ = 0.107(3s.f.). This591

gives an initial element to the gain vector of, d0 = 0.00237(3s.f.), and a fi-592

nal element of, d0 = 0.000457(3s.f.), with no sign change in between. This593

indicates that the ESS solution to the static game would give a fully coop-594

erative equilibrium in the dynamic game given these parameters. Further,595

from Peña and Nöldeke (2018) (proposition 1) we can see that as group sizes596

increase the equilibrium proportion of cooperation will decrease.597
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Figure 6: This figure shows the dynamics of a population of cooperators and defectors as
described by eq. (10). Each point represents a poulation with n group size and cooperators
that produce z toxin. Using the criteria for the gain sequence for each population we cklas-
sify it as either a defector only equilibrium a cooperator only one or a mixed equilibrium
where the two strategies coexist. The graph was drawn using the parameters, a = 2

3 and
k = 2 (appendix D).
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Combining social evolution and disease1

ecology in Bacillus thuringiensis2

Matishalin Patel, Michael Bonsall, and Stuart West3

1 Abstract4

Evolutionary and ecological timescales can coincide. This leads to feed-5

backs where evolutionary changes in gene frequencies directly impact the6

short term population dynamics and vice-versa. We model a key example7

of these kinds of feedbacks using the insect pathogen Bacillus thuringien-8

sis, which engages in a two strategy public goods game which determines9

the success of an infection. We model both strategies, as separate genetic10

strains, and a host population using discrete time equations. We show that11

the changes in strain frequencies are influenced by ecological factors and12

influences those factors in turn. We also show that in the long term these13

dynamics can lead to intermittent fluctuations in strategy frequencies and14

bacterial population densities and not to stable equilibria.15

keywords:16

virulence, cooperation, game theory, kin-selection, evolution, social evolu-17

tion18
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2 Introduction19

Ecological and evolutionary processes are often considered to act on differ-20

ent timescales. However, there has been increasing focus on how changes in21

ecological processes can have a rapid effect on evolutionary processes (Ell-22

ner et al., 2011; Sutherland et al., 2013). Bacteria are able to undergo rapid23

evolutionary changes and also engage in many social behaviours that can24

have significant effects on population dynamics (West et al., 2007). The25

effect of these ecological and evolutionary dynamics interacting at short26

timescales are thought to lead to unpredictable or unexpected results. Many27

bacterial population dynamics are affected by public goods games between28

cells. These games can show density and frequency dependent effects (Ross-29

Gillespie et al., 2007; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009; Gore et al., 2009). When30

these occur this can lead to much more complicated outcomes for popula-31

tion dynamics than if either the social games or the population dynamics32

were considered in isolation (Sanchez and Gore, 2013; Gokhale and Hauert,33

2016).34

The bacteria Bacillus thuringiensis produces a Crystal toxin to invade and35

overcome the larval stages of several insect species (Höfte and Whiteley,36

1989). B. thuringiensis is used as a biocontrol for pest species such as the Di-37

amondback moth (Plutella xylostella). The production of the toxin is a vol-38

unteer’s dilemma for the bacteria, a group of bacteria once ingested need39

to produce a sufficient amount to perforate the gut of the host but once40

perforated any bacteria can take advantage of the hole (Archetti, 2009; Ray-41

mond et al., 2012; Raymond and Bonsall, 2013; Patel et al., 2019). The social42

dynamics surrounding this game therefore impact the persistence and vir-43

ulence of a population of bacteria sprayed onto a field or resident in the soil44

of a farm (Raymond et al., 2012; Raymond and Bonsall, 2013).45

The Crystal toxins are metabolically expensive therefore there is selec-46

tion for individuals to become non-producers (defectors in the game) (Loferer-47
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Krößbacher et al., 1998). The dynamics of these two strategies (cooperators48

and defectors) can be understood using social evolution theory (Archetti,49

2009; Patel et al., 2019). Simple analytical models predict a stable level50

of cooperation should exist, there is some unbeatable cooperative strategy.51

However, experimental data has shown that the amount of toxin produced52

by isolates of B. thuringiensis is highly variable, both over a growing season53

and between sites in the same locality (Raymond et al., 2010). This suggests54

that evolution is driving the development of different levels of cooperation55

in response to both environmental and evolutionary factors.56

The overall patterns will depend on how evolution in response to the57

game affects the population dynamics of both the bacterium and the insects58

it infects, if defectors are common in the bacterial population virulence59

is reduced. In social games such as the volunteer’s dilemma density and60

frequency can affect the evolution of defection (Patel et al., 2019). Firstly,61

when populations are dense, defection (not-producing the toxin) becomes62

favoured because there is a high chance that defectors will still receive a63

benefit from all the neighbouring cooperators, equally when density is low,64

cooperators (producers) are favoured because they are more self sufficient65

(Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009). Secondly, when cooperators are most frequent,66

defectors are likely to interact with cooperators rather than other defec-67

tors so they are favoured by natural selection, equally when defectors are68

the most frequent, they are disfavoured because they will interact mostly69

with other defectors (Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007). This might lead to low70

bacterial densities in the future which means we might expect cooperators71

to reinvade. This then increases density and decreases defector frequency72

which suggests defectors should now invade the population and cause the73

cycle to repeat.74

We build a set of simple models to explore how this feedback between75

social evolution of the trait and the disease ecology interact. By linking the76
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social evolution of the bacteria with a simple model of its population dy-77

namics we try to determine what patterns of cooperation and defection we78

should observe and which important factors, such as density and frequency,79

drive them.80

3 Models81

We consider three classes of individuals in our models cooperating bacteria82

(C) that produce an amount of toxin zc ∈ [0,1], defecting bacteria (D) which83

produce an amount of toxin zd = 0, and susceptible insect hosts (S). Our84

first model keeps these susceptible hosts constant and only considers the85

dynamics of the cooperators and defectors. The second model includes all86

three classes. We use the second model to then look at the dynamics be-87

tween years by mapping the population sizes of cooperators and defectors88

at the end of the year to the initial conditions at the start of the next year.89

3.1 Cooperator-Defector Model90

In the bacteria only model we model two strains of bacteria, a number of91

cooperators, C, and a number of full defectors, D. We assume a constant92

population size of hosts, S. These bacteria infect the hosts in groups of size93

P . We model the distribution of group sizes using a poisson distribution94

where the mean (rate parameter) is the per host number of bacteria:95

P ∼ Poi
(C +D

S

)
. (1)

Within each group we assume that groups are non-random. We use two96

composed Poisson Binomial distributions (Bimodal Poisson Binomial dis-97

tribution). A Poisson Binomial is a modified binomial distribution where98

each draw has a different probability. In the first draw we use simply the99

probability of being either a cooperator or a defector; all future draws are100
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biased by some small amount (φ) in favour of whatever type was initially101

drawn. Therefore, if the first member of a group is a cooperator than all102

other members have a higher chance of also being cooperators. This mimics103

a spatial structuring where groups aggregate. The distribution of number104

of cooperators (n) within these groups is then (appendix A.1):105

NC ∼ BiPoiBin
(
P ,

C
C +D

, φ
)

(2)

So the expected number of cooperators in a group is then:106

∞∑

m=1

P(P =m)
m∑

i=1

P(N = i |P =m) (3)

If we know the number of cooperators in a group we can calculate the107

chance that group successfully invades the host β(.). We adapt the func-108

tions from Patel et al. (2019):109

β(z, i) =
1

1 + eiz−h
. (4)

Where, z is the amount of toxin each cooperator produces, i is the number110

of cooperators, and h is the threshold amount necessary. We also assume a111

simple linear cost to the production of toxin:112

f (z) = 1− az , (5)

where, a is the cost per unit toxin.113

Combining these equations we can write out a difference equation to114

map the number of cooperators, C, and defectors, D, from one timestep to115

the next. First, we calculate how many new bacteria are added by infection,116
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given by the expectation:117

Cinf
t =

∞∑

m=1

P(P =m)
m∑

i=1

P(NC = i)β(z, i)f (z)λCZtSt , (6)

where,

P ∼ Poi
(Ct +Dt

S

)
,

NC ∼ BiPoiBin
(
m,

Ct
Ct +Dt

, φ

)
.

The term λ is the burst size. Z is the collision rate which is determined118

by using the number of bacterial groups (g) and the number of susceptible119

hosts (S) their relative densities are multiplied to give a collision rate:120

gt =
Ct +Dt
St

Zt =
gt

St + gt

St
St + gt

. (7)

By extension we have the equivalent expression for the distribution of de-121

fectors (D):122

D inf
t =

∞∑

m=1

P(P =m)
m∑

i=1

P(ND = i)β(z,m− i)f (0)λDZtSt , (8)

where,

P ∼ Poi
(Ct +Dt

S

)
,

ND ∼ BiPoiBin
(
m,

Dt
Ct +Dt

, φ

)
.

Equations (7) and (9) give the expected number of newly created spores123

for each strain. We also calculated the expected number of bacteria that124

became committed to a host (ingested by it, Ccom and Dcom). These spores125

are removed from the starting population as it is assumed that if they fail126
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to invade the host that they die:127

Ccom
t =

∞∑

m=1

P(P =m)
m∑

i=1

P(NC = i)StZti . (9)

Therefore we can express the total change in the population of cooperators128

and defectors as:129

Ct+1 =
(
(Ct −Ccom

t ) +Cinf
t

)
(1−µ) (10)

Dt+1 =
(
(Dt −Dcom

t ) +D inf
t

)
(1−µ) . (11)

Where, µ is the per capita death rate of the bacteria. These difference equa-130

tions were used to determine the dynamics when we assume host popu-131

lations are not dynamic. Instead we keep the host population constant at132

some carrying capacity (St = K).133

Figure 1 shows some example dynamics of our model. Depending on134

the parameters the model shows damped oscillations, stable co-existence135

or exclusion. We solved for the end state of the cooperator and defector136

population sizes after four times steps. Four time steps means there was137

four generations of insects each year which the bacteria infect. This gives138

an idea of the final population state after a single year.139

We focused on three key parameters in the model: (i) the starting bacte-140

rial density (d), we expect high densities to favour defectors; (ii) the initial141

frequency of defectors (f ), we expect defectors to spread at low frequen-142

cies (negative frequency dependence); (iii) the level of aggregation (φ), the143

more individuals aggregate the less easy it is for a defector to take advan-144

tage of a cooperator. As the response variables we looked at the proportion145

of defectors at the end of the year, this indicates the evolutionary trajectory146

the population is taking. We also looked at the density of bacteria to hosts147

which gives us an idea of the population dynamics occurring.148

For the density of bacteria we limited the exploration to between 1 and149
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Figure 1: (a) With an initial density of d = 5 and initial defector frequency of f = 0.2,
both of which favour defection at the beginning. We see damped oscillations towards an
equilibrium between cooperators (blue) and defectors (green). (b) Dropping the initial
density to d = 1, which disfavours defectors and increasing defector initial frequency to
f = 0,4, also disfavouring defectors, we see that defectors are driven to extinction.
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Figure 2: (a) The initial density of bacteria and the initial frequency of defectors interacts
to give the final proportion of defectors after one year (4 timesteps). At low densities
defectors cannot invade well even when at high initial frequencies. As density increases
defector frequency increases with increasing initial frequency. (b) When looking at total
population sizes we see that at low initial densities overall bacteria populations are small.
At higher initial densities they increase in size, however at high and low initial frequencies
of bacteria the populations are smallest. At high defector frequencies this appears to be due
to low virulence at low defector frequencies defectors fail to invade. At the intermediate
values defectors invade and cause a spike in bacterial population size. Aggregation was
held at 0.3 for both plots.

10. This is because at around densities of 10 each host is infected by on150

average 10 spores which is comparable to the most one would expect in151

nature (Raymond et al., 2010). For frequency, f , and aggregation, φ, we152

considered the range [0,1] at regular intervals (table 1).153

Figure 2 shows how the frequency and density of bacteria interact. Higher154

initial densities lead to a higher final proportion of defectors. Higher initial155

frequencies of defectors also lead to higher defector frequencies at the end156

of the year. Density also increased population sizes but in a region bounded157

by the frequency of defectors. Intermediate frequencies of defectors invade158

the population and cause a spike in bacterial densities by out-competing the159

cooperators.160

Aggregation has a strong effect on the frequency of defectors and the161

density of bacteria. Low aggregation combined with high densities increased162

defector frequency and population densities the most (fig. 3). Frequency of163
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Figure 3: (a) High initial densities of bacteria and low levels of aggregation favour defec-
tors as they are likely to be assorted into cooperator dense groups. (b) Final population
densities were also largest when initial density was high and aggregation was low. Initial
frequency was held at f = 0.5 for both plots
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Figure 4: (a) High levels of aggregation suppressed the frequency of defectors. However
this effect was less powerful when initial defector frequencies started high, probably due
to the short evolutionary timescale. (b) Final population densities were largest when ag-
gregation was low and initial defector frequency was intermediate. This allowed defectors
to invade and cause a spike in bacterial density. Initial density was held at d = 7 for both
plots
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defectors interacted slightly differently with aggregation (fig. 4). High lev-164

els of aggregation still limited both defector frequency and bacterial abun-165

dance, however high defector initial frequency overcome the effects of ag-166

gregation somewhat allowing for high defector frequencies and bacterial167

abundances over a larger range at higher defector initial frequencies.168

3.2 Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible Model169

In the previous model the number of hosts (S) was held constant. We now170

specify an equation to govern the growth of hosts in the environment. A171

simple model for population growth is Ricker’s growth equation:172

Sn+1 = St exp
[
r
(
1− St

K

)]
. (12)

Where, r is the base growth rate, and K is the carrying capacity of the popu-173

lation. However, we would like to include the impact of bacterial infection174

by only considering uninfected hosts (St):175

Sn =
∞∑

m=1

P(P =m)
m∑

i=1

P(N = i)(1− β(z, i))ZtSt , (13)

where,

P ∼ Poi
(Ct +Dt

S

)
,

N ∼ BiPoiBin
(
m,

Ct
Ct +Dt

, φ

)
.

So the growth of the hosts becomes:176

St+1 = St exp
[
r

(
1− St

K

)]
. (14)

Using this growth equation we can now simulate the interaction of all177

three parties. Figure 5 shows some of the example dynamics with all three178

populations modelled. There are epidemic spikes in bacterial population179
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sizes that cause the host population to crash. We also see some co-existence180

of the host and the bacteria. We considered growth rates of 2.5 and 3 these181

are large and put the host dynamics into a oscillatory regime, however, be-182

cause of the high mortality in our model lower values would lead to regular183

extinctions.184

For the interaction of starting densities and initial frequencies of defec-185

tors we saw similar results to the Cooperator-Defector model for the final186

defector frequencies. Defectors were favoured at high densities and inter-187

mediate initial frequencies (fig. 6). However, there were differences in final188

population sizes. Population size in the Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible189

model was largest at intermediate densities rather than at maximum den-190

sities. This is due to the suppression of the host population growth when191

bacteria are at high densities.192

Aggregation overall had a much stronger effect in the CDS model. High193

levels of aggregation lowered both bacterial abundance and defector fre-194

quency (fig. 7). There was an interaction between aggregation and fre-195

quency wherein, at intermediate initial frequencies, bacterial abundance196

was maximal with a small but non-zero level of aggregation (fig. 8). At197

low aggregation and intermediate defector frequencies defectors sometimes198

gain more than they lose from the increase in group quality due to cooper-199

ator aggregation (Patel et al., 2019).200

3.3 Year on Year201

We predict that these effects of of the within year dynamics of population202

density and frequency should lead to fluctuations in the density of bacte-203

ria and the proportion of defectors. To demonstrate these effects we iterate204

over years using the Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible model to get the end205

of year numbers for defectors and cooperators and use them as the initial206

conditions for the next year. Specifically, given a final number of coopera-207
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Figure 5: (a) In this example with an initial density of d = 3 and an initial frequency of
defectors of f = 0.3 we see a large epidemic crash the host population after 20 timesteps.
The defectors dominate the bacterial population and are at a high frequency afterwards.
(b) We have now included a small effect of aggregation so that groups are more highly
related. The epidemic spike is now dominated by cooperators and occurs more quickly
without the defector load. Also host populations are smaller under when cooperators can
aggregate and thus infect hosts more efficiently.
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Figure 6: (a) The proportion of the defectors at the end of the year is much lower at low
initial densities in the Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible (CDS) model. Once again at high
densities with high initial frequencies the proportion is highest. (b) Final population size
is largest at intermediate initial densities and initial frequencies. This differs from the
model with only Cooperators and Defectors where increasing initial density always in-
creased population. Aggregation was held at 0.3 for both plots.
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Figure 7: (a) High initial densities of bacteria and low levels of aggregation favour defec-
tors in the Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible model. Once again intermediate initial den-
sities seem to maximise the success of the defectors. (b) There is a strong effect of low
aggregation and intermediate initial densities on the final number of bacteria. However in
general aggregation seems to suppress bacterial density strongly except in this small area,
as the populations are either mostly cooperators or collapse due to high defector frequency.
Initial frequency was held at f = 0.5 for both plots
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Figure 8: (a) Increasing the initial frequencies of defectors allowed them to persist at
higher levels of aggregation. In general aggregation suppressed defectors strongly though.
(b) For straight population size the maximum size was actually reached at intermediate
initial frequencies and a low but non-zero level of aggregation. This is due to that level
of aggregation not fully excluding the defectors from groups and letting them hitchhike
efficiently on cooperators driving a spike in defector numbers. Initial density was held at
d = 7 for both plots

tors (Cf ), defectors (Df ), and susceptibles (Sf ), the initial density of bacteria208

(B) and frequency of defectors (F) are:209

B =
Cf +Df
Sf

F =
Df

Cf +Df

We also assumed that the starting host population was always half of the210

carrying capacity. This is because we expected between year dynamics to211

be governed by some larger scale system and the iterated model here is212

focusing on one patch that will be recolonised a the start of each year by213

neighbouring host patches.214

We iterated the dynamics for 50 years, yielding 200 timesteps, to give an215

idea of the long term impacts of the initial conditions. We looked at three216

major impactors of the bacterial dynamics: starting frequency of defectors217

(f ), starting bacterial density (d), and aggregation (φ).218
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Figure 9: With initial φ = 0.1, f = 0.3. (a) Here we can see the effect of starting density
on the logged bacterial population size. In general high densities leads to a large initial
population size but over time the equilibrium reached is very similar year to year. The
exception is when the starting density d = 1 occurs then the long term population dynamics
range over a wider range of values. (b) The proportion of defectors varies unevenly with
starting density. There are intermittent periods where defectors become uncommon and
cooperators dominate the population. These periods also coincide with slightly higher
bacterial densities (lighter blue) in (a).
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Figure 10: With initial φ = 0.1, d = 7. (a) Here we can see the effect of starting defector
frequency on the logged bacterial population size. Regardless of starting frequency there is
an large initial spike in population size followed by seasonally driven spikes. There is some
indication at high and low starting defector frequency that there are intermittent periods
of higher population size (lighter segments). (b) There is a divide between where starting
defector frequency led to high or low defector frequencies. One can again see the spikes in
defector or cooperator frequency intermittently in low and high starting frequency patches
(darker segments within a year).
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Figure 11: With initial f = 0.3, d = 5. (a) Here we can see the effect of aggregation on
the logged bacterial population size. Aggregation did not affect the long term dynamics
of the population sizes. High aggregation did seem to lead to more cooperator invasions
which did lead to short term changes in population size (lighter segments). (b) Aggregation
had a similar effect to initial frequency on defector frequency. High levels of aggregation
lead to repeated re-invasions (blue segments) of cooperators into the defector dominated
populations.
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Starting frequency of bacteria had the simplest impact on the long term219

dynamics (fig. 10). Depending on the starting density and the level of ag-220

gregation there was a critical starting frequency above which the long term221

stable state was dominated by defectors and below which the population222

was dominated by cooperators.223

In fig. 9 the intermediate starting densities led to a constant stable state,224

which we might expect as that is also where defectors will easily dominate225

the population. However, at low or high starting densities the interactions226

between cooperators and defectors were not stable leading to intermittent227

sections where over the course of 3-5 years cooperators would invade the228

population and then be selected back out.229

For aggregation (fig. 11) the pattern was very similar to that for density.230

In the short term aggregation lead to a strong dominance of cooperators in231

the first two years. However in the long term these cooperator heavy states232

devolved into intermittent cycling between cooperator and defector domi-233

nated populations. Whenever cooperators invaded the population they also234

drove up population density which allowed defectors to re-invade.235

4 Discussion236

We analysed a two party Cooperator-Defector model and a more compli-237

cated three party Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible model. We also looked at238

the dynamics as the results from the endpoint of the Cooperator-Defector-239

Susceptible model were fed back into the initial conditions for the next year.240

In the simple Cooperator-Defector model we found results that closely241

matched those in previous theoretical and experimental work (Ross-Gillespie242

et al., 2007; Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2019). Low defector243

frequency favoured defectors to be increasing in frequency over the year.244

When bacterial densities were high then total population densities and de-245

fector frequency were higher at the end of the year. When aggregation (re-246
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latedness) was low then defectors were favoured as well as they could in-247

teract with more cooperators. These effects could help explain why local248

variation is so high in B. thuringiensis both in time and space (Raymond249

et al., 2010, 2012; Raymond and Bonsall, 2013).250

In the more complicated Cooperator-Defector-Susceptible model we also251

find the same general patterns with some key differences. The addition252

of changing host population added a non-monotonic effect to the effects253

of density and aggregation. Intermediate initial densities led to the high-254

est final densities over low or high initial densities. Also we saw an effect255

of small, but non-zero, aggregation leading to the highest final population256

sizes. Both these effects seem to occur because when defectors invade they257

increase final populations sizes.258

In the year-on-year dynamics we see the effect of these simple within259

year patterns. The long term dynamics were heavily influenced by the ini-260

tial conditions. Interactions between cooperators and defectors mean that261

initial conditions do matter for the final equilibrium state. Most strikingly262

the dynamics show that over a wide range of densities and levels of aggre-263

gation the frequency of defectors can fluctuate intermittently. Cooperators264

invade the population, driving down the defector frequency. This however265

leads to re-invasion as defectors become less common and density increases.266

These cycles of invasion and re-invasion occur over the span of multiple267

years.268

When viewed over the 50 years we ran the simulations there does not269

seem to be any strong pattern in the periodic occurrence of these invasions.270

This suggest the dynamics could be chaotic. Using methods such as Fourier271

analysis to create a power spectrum or more fine-grained explorations of272

parameter space might give a clearer picture of whether these patterns are273

chaotic or deterministic and if there are any strong correlations between274

parameter values and the regularity of these invasions.275
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The results from these models suggests that within year evolutionary276

and ecological dynamics can drive longer term patterns. The high variance277

in strategies of field samples of Bacillus thuringiensis and the varying spore278

counts could be the result of the interaction between the social evolution279

of these bacteria and the ecological dynamics of their epidemiology. Also,280

these patterns may be chaotic in nature as they are sensitive to initial con-281

ditions and amplify small differences year-to-year. Predicting short term282

changes may be possible, but we may be unable to give accurate predictions283

on future states even with near perfect information about the bacterial and284

host populations.285
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A Appendix333

A.1 Bimodal Poisson Binomial334

We use a modified Poisson binomial distribution to model the aggregation335

of groups. The Poisson Binomial models a number of draws where the suc-336

cess of each draw is different. The Poisson Binomial distribution takes in337

a vector of length k for a distribution over k draws and each element in k338

is the probability for success on that draw, the first element being the first339

draw and so on.340

The Poisson Binomial then for the number of cooperators in a group of341

m individuals is then:342

PoiBin([c1, c2, . . . , cm]) (A.1)

We assume that the all draws after the first draw are biased towards cooper-343

ators given the first draw is a cooperator. If all groups are started at random344

and there is c probability that an individual is a cooperator then:345

c PoiBin([1, c2 + δ1, . . . , cm + δ1]) . (A.2)

Where, δ1 indicates the added bias towards cooperators. equally for defec-346
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tors (d):347

d PoiBin([0, 1− (d2 + δ2), . . . ,1− (dm + δ2)]) . (A.3)

Where, δ2 indicates the bias towards defectors. The sum of these two distri-348

butions gives the overall distribution for cooperators in the population. We349

calculate δ1 and δ2 as:350

δ1 =φ ∗ (1− p) (A.4)

δ2 =δ1 ∗ p (A.5)

The distribution of cooperators in the populations is then:351

BiPoiBin(m,c,φ) =c PoiBin([1, c2 + δ1, . . . , cm + δ1]) +

d PoiBin([0, 1− (1− c2 + δ2), . . . ,1− (1− cm + δ2)]) (A.6)

This allows strongly Bimodal distributions of groups. Where the majority352

will be in groups with the same type as them while maintaining the same353

mean group composition as a normal binomial.354

B Simulations355

The simulations were run in Julia 1.1 using the JuliaDiffEq collection of356

packages. They were run locally on a Dell OptiPlex 7040 in an Ubuntu357

18.04 environment. Data was processed in R 3.6.1 using the tidyverse pack-358

age.359

For the simulation we considered a restricted range of parameters due to360

the high dimensionality of the system. In the plots the default parameters361

were: d = 5, f = 0.5, φ = 0.3, zc = 0.5, a = 0.9.362
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Parameters
d ∈ {1,2, . . . ,10}
f ∈ {0,0.1, . . . ,1}
φ ∈ {0,0.1, . . . ,1}
zc ∈ {0.1,0.5,0.9}
a ∈ {0.1,0.5,0.9}
r ∈ {2.5,3}
λC = 20
λD = 40
µ = 0.1
h = 1
K = 5000

Table 1: The parameter ranges for which simulations were carried out.
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Can natural selection favour1

indiscriminate spite?2

Matishalin Patel, Stuart West, and Jay Biernaskie3

1 Abstract4

Spiteful behaviours occur when an actor harms its own fitness to inflict5

harm on the fitness of the recipient. Hamilton (1970) found that in order6

for spiteful genes to spread the spite had to be directed at individuals who7

were related to the actor with a negative relatedness. A number of papers8

have suggested scenarios where indiscriminate spite could be favoured, es-9

pecially in small populations or small groups. However, it is not clear that a10

negative relatedness could arise without the harming behaviour being pref-11

erentially directed towards less related individuals (kin discrimination). We12

show that: (1) the evolution of spite requires kin discrimination; (2) previ-13

ous models suggesting indiscriminate spite involve scenarios where the ac-14

tor gains a direct, feedback benefit from harming others, and so the harming15

is selfish rather than spiteful; (3) selfish harming can be favoured most in16

small populations or groups because this is where the feedback benefit of17

harming is greatest.18

keywords:19

spite, inclusive fitness, cooperation, kin-selection, evolution, social evolu-20

tion21
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2 Introduction22

Spite is the hardest type of social trait to explain. Spiteful behaviour re-23

duces the lifetime number of surviving offspring (fitness) of both the recip-24

ient and the performer (actor) of that behaviour (Hamilton, 1970). In terms25

of Hamilton’s rule, −C + RB > 0, spite represents the case where there is a26

fitness cost to the actor (positive C), and a fitness cost to the harmed recipi-27

ent (negative B), which can only be favoured if the genetic relatedness term,28

R, is negative (Hamilton, 1970). Understanding the meaning of negative29

relatedness is therefore crucial for explaining how and why spite evolves.30

It has been argued that the evolution of spite requires kin discrimina-31

tion, allowing the actor to harm individuals in the social group with whom32

they share relatively low genetic similarity (Foster et al., 2000, 2001; Gard-33

ner and West, 2004a,b; Gardner et al., 2004; Lehmann et al., 2006; West34

and Gardner, 2010). Specifically, spite can be favoured when harming less-35

related individuals (primary recipients) reduces competition and therefore36

benefits more-related individuals (secondary recipients). In this case, neg-37

ative relatedness arises because the actor is less genetically similar to the38

primary recipients than to the secondary recipients (Lehmann et al., 2006)39

. In contrast, without kin discrimination, harming behaviours could not be40

directed at individuals to whom the actor is negatively related, so indis-41

criminate spite should be impossible.42

Previous theoretical studies have suggested the possibility for indiscrim-43

inate spite. We define “indiscriminate” as meaning the trait does not affect44

other individuals differentially based on their kinship. Hamilton (1970)45

found that non-trivial negative relatedness will arise in any small popu-46

lation, and this led to the prediction that indiscriminate spite could be47

favoured in sufficiently small populations (Grafen, 1985; Vickery et al.,48

2003; Smead and Forber, 2012). Specifically, some authors have suggested49

that individuals could be favoured to hold territories that are larger than50
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needed for their own interest (“super-territories”), in order to spitefully51

exclude others from resources Knowlton and Parker (1979); Pleasants and52

Pleasants (1979); Parker and Knowlton (1980).53

Here, we resolve this disagreement over whether indiscriminate spite54

can occur. Many harming traits will be costly to primary recipients (B < 0)55

but provide a direct fitness benefit to the actor, because they reduce compe-56

tition. Consequently, they are selfish (−C > 0) rather than spiteful (−C < 0)57

(Hamilton, 1970; West and Gardner, 2010). We hypothesise that indiscrim-58

inate harming traits like territory size have been misclassified as spiteful59

when they are actually selfish. We aim to: (1) determine generally whether60

indiscriminate harming evolves as a spiteful or a selfish trait; (2) examine61

how different modelling approaches can change the meaning of negative re-62

latedness and lead to misclassification of harming traits; (3) re-analyse the63

Knowlton and Parker (1979) territory-size model to determine whether it64

predicts spiteful behaviour.65

3 Harming traits66

We first modelled natural selection acting on a harming trait, following the67

approach of Lehmann et al. (2006). The trait has a fitness effect on a focal ac-68

tor (−C) and on two categories of recipients: the harmed primary recipients69

and the unharmed secondary recipients who benefit from reduced compe-70

tition (fitness effects B1 and B2, respectively). We assume that fitness effects71

on the actor, primary recipients, and secondary recipients must sum to zero72

because of competition for finite resources (Rousset and Billiard, 2000):73

−C +B1 +B2 = 0 , (1)

implying that any decrease in fitness for one category necessarily means an74

increase in fitness for another. This model could apply to any finite popu-75
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Direct fitness effect (–C)

Actor Primary Recipient Secondary Recipient

Harm

Feedback 
benefit

Benefit                                            

Cost

Figure 1: Partitioning the fitness effects of a harming trait. When a focal
actor harms a primary recipient, this reduces competition and therefore
benefits the unharmed secondary recipients and the actor itself (feedback
benefit). Some modelling approaches include the actor in the set of sec-
ondary recipients. However, the total direct fitness effect (−C in Hamilton’s
rule) includes the fecundity cost of expressing the harming trait plus the
feedback benefit.

lation of constant size or to a local economic neighbourhood in which there76

is a zero-sum competition for access to the next generation (Queller, 1994).77

Examples of such local competition include poly-embryonic wasps compet-78

ing for resources inside a host, in which a subset of embryos develop into79

sterile soldiers and kill other unrelated larvae (Gardner and West, 2004a;80

Gardner et al., 2007). In addition, male fig wasps competing for females81

inside a fig exhibit spiteful harm wherein brothers fight lethally (West and82

Gardner, 2010).83

To predict the direction of natural selection acting on the harming trait,84

we considered the fate of a mutant harming allele in a population of indi-85

viduals with a fixed, resident genotype. The success of the mutant allele86
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depends on its inclusive fitness effect (Hamilton, 1964): the sum of effects87

from a focal actor’s mutant trait on its own fitness and on the total fitness of88

each recipient category, weighted by their genetic similarity with the actor.89

Under the usual assumptions of weak selection and additive gene action,90

the inclusive fitness effect for our model is:91

∆WIF = −C +B1Q1 +B2Q2 , (2)

where, Q1 and Q2 are probabilities of sharing identical genes between the92

focal actor and a random individual from the primary and secondary re-93

cipients, respectively. We note that the fitness effects in eq. (2) could alter-94

natively be weighted by relatedness coefficients, where genetic similarity is95

measured with respect to a reference population (e.g., Ri = (Qi − Q̄)/(1− Q̄),96

where Q̄ is the average genetic similarity to the whole population, including97

the actor; Hamilton 1970)98

In the following sections, we examine two different ways of defining the99

category of secondary recipients and therefore partitioning the fitness ef-100

fects of harming. Both methods correctly predict the direction of selection101

(they give the same sum as in eq. (2)). The first partitioning also maintains102

complete separation of direct and indirect (kin-selected) fitness effects (−C103

and RB, respectively), making it appropriate for classifying harming traits104

as selfish (−C > 0) or spiteful (−C < 0). In contrast, the second partition-105

ing obscures the separation of direct and indirect fitness effects, making it106

inappropriate for classifying traits in this way.107

3.1 Is indiscriminate harming spiteful, or selfish?108

We determined the conditions for a harming trait to be classified as spite-109

ful or selfish. For this purpose, we assume that the focal actor, primary110

recipients, and secondary recipients are mutually exclusive categories. This111
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ensures that the actor is not a recipient of its own behaviour, and so the −C112

term in the inclusive fitness effect (eq. (2)) captures all effects of the actor’s113

harming behaviour on its own fitness. From eq. (2), we derived the typical114

two-party version of Hamilton’s rule by eliminating the fitness effect on sec-115

ondary recipients, using B2 = C−B1 (from eq. (1)). After rearrangement, the116

inclusive fitness effect is positive, and the harming trait is favoured, when:117

−C +
Q1 −Q2

1−Q2
B1 > 0 , (3)

which is Hamilton’s rule with the relatedness between actor and primary118

recipients given by (Q1 −Q2)/(1 −Q2) ≡ R1. This is the genetic similarity119

between the actor and an individual from the potential primary recipients,120

measured relative to an individual from the potential secondary recipients.121

Equation (3) implies that indiscriminate spite cannot evolve. This is be-122

cause negative relatedness (and hence an indirect fitness benefit of harming)123

will arise only if harm can be directed at primary recipients who are less124

similar to the actor than secondary recipients are (Q1 < Q2). Negative relat-125

edness requires discrimination. However, if the actor were indiscriminate126

— harming a random subset of a population or local economic neighbour-127

hood — then its expected similarity to these primary recipients would be128

the same as to the set of potential secondary recipients (Q1 = Q2), and relat-129

edness would be zero (R = 0). This implies that indiscriminate harming will130

be favoured when it is a selfish trait with a positive direct fitness benefit131

(−C > 0).132

3.2 Why does misclassification occur?133

Misclassification of harming traits can occur because the fitness effects of134

social traits can be partitioned in different ways (Frank, 1998). An alterna-135

tive way of partitioning the effects of harming is to include the actor in the136
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set of secondary recipients who may benefit from reduced competition. In137

fact, it is often implicitly assumed that the set of potential secondary recip-138

ients is the entire population (or economic neighbourhood), including the139

focal actor (Hamilton, 1970, 1971; Grafen, 1985; Vickery et al., 2003; Smead140

and Forber, 2012). To make this explicit, we re-write the inclusive fitness141

effect as:142

∆WIF = −c+ b1Q1 + b2Q̄ . (4)

We use lower-case letters to indicate that the fitness effects no longer match143

those from eq. (2) but they are still zero-sum. Hence, b2 is now the benefit144

of reduced competition that may be experienced by all individuals in pop-145

ulation (including the actor), and Q̄ is the probability of genetic identity146

between the focal actor and a random individual in the entire population147

(including itself). It follows that −c is not a total direct fitness effect because148

it excludes the secondary benefit of harming that feeds back to the focal149

actor ().150

We used eq. (4) to derive an analogue of Hamilton’s rule, which reveals151

a different version of negative relatedness. For example, in a population152

(or economic neighbourhood) of N individuals, an actor could indiscrim-153

inately harm a random subset of individuals with genetic similarity Q1 to154

the actor. If the entire population is in the set of secondary recipients, then155

the expected genetic similarity between the actor and these recipients is156

Q
p
2 = 1

N 1 + N−1
N Q1 (where the first term accounts for the actor’s similar-157

ity to itself). Eliminating the fitness effect on secondary recipients (using158

b2 = c − b1), shows that indiscriminate harming is favoured when:159

−c+
−1

N − 1
b1 > 0 . (5)

Where −1/(N − 1) is the relatedness between actor and primary recipients,160
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measured with respect to the entire population, (Q1 − Q̄)/(1 − Q̄) ≡ R1,p.161

This is the version of negative relatedness that has led to predictions of162

indiscriminate spite in small populations (Hamilton, 1970; Grafen, 1985).163

However, although the term −1
N−1b1 resembles an indirect fitness benefit164

(RB > 0), it actually accounts for the secondary benefit of harming that feeds165

back to the focal actor. Another way of seeing this is to derive an analogue of166

Hamilton’s rule from eq. (4), this time eliminating the fitness effect on pri-167

mary recipients (using b1 = c−b2). For example, in a well-mixed population168

of N individuals, indiscriminate harming is favoured when:169

−c+
1
N
b2 > 0 , (6)

where, 1/N is the relatedness between actor and the entire population (in-170

cluding itself), measured with respect to primary recipients ((Q̄ −Q1)/(1 −171

Q1) ≡ R2,p). The term (1/N )b2 accounts for the fraction of the secondary172

benefit (reduced competition) that feeds back to the focal actor, which gets173

larger as the actor makes up a larger fraction of the population.174

Our key distinction here is that harming behaviours can be either benefi-175

cial or costly to the actor (−C > 0 or −C < 0), whereas spiteful behaviours are176

strictly costly to the actor (−C < 0). We showed that indiscriminate harming,177

when it is favoured, is favoured because it is directly beneficial to the actor178

(−C > 0). Moreover, indiscriminate harming will be most favoured in small179

populations (or small economic neighbourhoods) because this is where the180

focal actor can benefit most from reducing competition.181

3.3 Re-visiting super-territories182

We next re-examined the territory size model from Knowlton and Parker183

(1979) and Parker and Knowlton (1980). We first analysed the model to184

fully separate direct and indirect fitness effects (applying eq. (2)), asking185
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whether the model predicts selfish behaviour, as expected. We then used186

the alternative approach (applying eq. (4)) to illustrate why previous studies187

have interpreted territory size as a spiteful trait.188

We considered a finite, deme-structured population with d ∈ Z+ demes189

and n ∈ Z+ individuals competing for territory in each deme; total pop-190

ulation size is N = dn (Wright, 1943). Individuals that secure a territory191

have offspring and then die, afterwards a fraction, m, of their offspring dis-192

perse randomly throughout the entire population. All individuals have a193

genetically-determined strategy for the size of territory that they try to ob-194

tain (a continuous trait). Taking over a larger territory has three key ef-195

fects: (1) it incurs a fecundity cost for the actor (we assume a linear cost196

with increasing trait size, with slope a ∈ [0,1]; (2) it harms the actor’s deme197

mates by taking resources away and reducing their fecundity; (3) it reduces198

the competition to secure a territory in the next generation, faced by non-199

migrating offspring.200

We first assumed that the actor, primary recipients, and secondary recip-201

ients are mutually exclusive categories (eq. (2)). In Appendix A, we derive202

an expression for the fitness, W , of a focal actor as a function of its own203

territory-size strategy, x; the average strategy of its deme mates (primary204

recipients), y; and the average strategy of individuals in other demes (sec-205

ondary recipients), z. We used this neighbour-modulated fitness function to206

derive the inclusive fitness effect, by taking partial derivatives with respect207

to the strategies of the different categories of individuals (Taylor and Frank,208

1996; Rousset and Billiard, 2000):209

∆WIF =
∂W
∂x

+
∂W
∂y

Q1 +
∂W
∂z

Q2 (7)

= −C +B1Q1 +B2Q2 (8)

where, all partial derivatives are evaluated in a monomorphic population210
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(x = y = z) with respect to a dummy variable g. In Appendix B, we derive211

expressions for Q1 and Q2, and with these we determined the equilibrium212

of the model (ẑ, where directional selection stops) by solving ∆WIF = 0. We213

also checked that the equilibrium is a convergence-stable strategy, denoted214

z∗, meaning that if the population is perturbed from the equilibrium then215

natural selection will push it back
(
d∆WIF

dz

∣∣∣
z=ẑ

)
.216

We found that the equilibrium of our model, z∗ = 1/(aN ), is identical217

to that originally predicted by (Parker and Knowlton, 1980); however, our218

analysis shows that the optimal territory size strategy is selfish rather than219

spiteful. Territory size cannot be spiteful in this model because the actor’s220

genetic similarity to individuals in other demes is always equal to or less221

than the similarity to deme mates (Q1 ≥ Q2). Accordingly, the relatedness222

to primary recipients (measured relative to secondary recipients) is never223

negative (R1 ≥ 0), and so there is no indirect benefit of larger territory size.224

Moreover, when offspring dispersal is limited (m < 1) and deme mates are225

positively related (R1 > 0), there is no indirect benefit of smaller territory226

size (as a form of helping). This is because limited dispersal increases com-227

petition among offspring within the deme, which promotes harming and228

exactly cancels the effect of positive relatedness (Taylor, 1992). Territory229

size therefore evolves for its direct benefit only, with larger territories pro-230

moted by a smaller fecundity cost to the actor (smaller a) and smaller pop-231

ulation size (smaller N ). Specifically, the direct fitness effect at equilibrium232

(z = z∗) is233

−C =
aN (d − 1)(1−m)2

N − 1
, (9)

which is either positive (when m < 1) or zero (when m = 1). In the case of full234

offspring dispersal (m = 1), the equilibrium is the point where the fecundity235

cost to the actor is exactly balanced by the feedback benefit experienced by236

its offspring (reduced competition for space in the next generation). As the237
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Figure 2: Territory size and direct fitness, the shaded regions indicate where
direct fitness is greater than zero for a given migration rate (m). Larger
territory size is promoted by smaller population size (smaller dn) and re-
duced offspring migration from the deme (smaller m), both of which in-
crease the direct benefit to an actor for harming its deme mates. However,
reduced migration also increases the relatedness among deme mates, which
inhibits larger territory size. Ultimately, the optimal territory size strategy
(z∗, dashed line) is independent of migration rate and evolves as if the pop-
ulation were fully mixed (m = 1). Other parameters used: d = 2, c = 0.25.
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population approaches this equilibrium, however, direct fitness is always238

positive (−C > 0), confirming that territory size evolves as a selfish trait239

(fig. 2).240

We next assumed that the set of secondary recipients is the entire pop-241

ulation, including the focal actor (as in eq. (4)). In this case, the inclusive242

fitness effect is243

∆WIF =
∂W
∂x

+
∂W
∂y

Q1 +
∂W
∂z

Q̄

= − c+ b1Q1 + b2Q̄ . (10)

Where zp is the average territory size strategy in the entire population (in-244

cluding the focal actor), and all partial derivatives are evaluated at x = y =245

zp. As expected, solving for the equilibrium of eq. (10) gives the same an-246

swer as before, z∗ = 1/aN .247

However, we can now see why territory size could be misclassified as248

spiteful. For example, in a fully mixing population at the equilibrium (m =249

1; zp = z∗), the first term in eq. (10) is:250

−c = − aN
N − 1

, (11)

which is always negative. This term reflects the fecundity cost of the focal251

actor’s territory size strategy, however, it is not the total direct fitness effect252

because it excludes the feedback benefit experienced by the actor’s offspring253

(reduced competition). As noted above, when m = 1 this feedback benefit254

should exactly balance the fecundity cost at equilibrium. Following eq. (5)255

or eq. (6), we can calculate the feedback benefit as (−1/(N −1))b1 or (1/N )b2256

(both evaluated at zp = z∗), which gives the expected result, aN/(N −1). The257

partitioning in eq. (10) therefore splits the total direct fitness effect of terri-258

tory size into two separate terms, −c+ (−1/(N − 1))b1 or −c+ (1/N )b2, which259

could be misinterpreted as a direct fitness cost (−C < 0) and an indirect260
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fitness benefit (RB > 0).261

4 Discussion262

We examined a general model of harming traits and a specific model where263

larger territory size is an indiscriminate harming trait. In both models we264

found that: (1) the evolution of spite requires kin discrimination; (2) with-265

out kin discrimination, harming can be favoured but only when there is a266

sufficient direct, feedback benefit to the actor (reduced competition); (3) in-267

discriminate harming can be favoured most in small populations (or small268

economic neighbourhoods), where the feedback benefit to the actor is great-269

est; (4) previous studies have misclassified indiscriminate harming as spite,270

partly because they misinterpret the feedback benefit as an indirect (kin-271

selected) benefit (RB > 0). Overall, our results support the hypothesis that272

indiscriminate harming traits are selfish rather than spiteful.273

4.1 Classifying harming traits274

For the purposes of classifying harming traits, we found that it is easiest275

to treat the actor, primary recipients, and secondary recipients as separate276

categories. This makes it straightforward to separate the total direct and277

indirect fitness effects of harming (−C and RB, respectively) and ensures278

that non-zero relatedness will always be associated with an indirect fitness279

effect. For example, spiteful harming (−C < 0, B < 0) requires that harm is280

directed at primary recipients to whom the actor is negatively related (with281

respect to secondary recipients; Q1 < Q2 and R1 < 0), resulting in a positive282

indirect fitness effect (R1B > 0) (Lehmann et al., 2006). In contrast, when283

harming is indiscriminate, the actor has zero relatedness to primary recip-284

ients (with respect to secondary recipients;Q1 = Q2 and R1 = 0), meaning285

that harming can be favoured as a selfish trait only (−C > 0, B < 0).286
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We showed that misclassification of indiscriminate harming is due to287

an implicit assumption that the focal actor is a secondary recipient of its288

own behaviour (Hamilton, 1970; Grafen, 1985; Vickery et al., 2003; Smead289

and Forber, 2012). This means that some of the actor’s direct benefit of290

harming has been accounted for by a fraction of the fitness effects on recip-291

ients, giving the appearance of an indirect benefit (RB > 0). For example,292

in a well-mixed population where all individuals (including the actor) are293

considered secondary recipients, a fraction of the fitness effect on primary294

recipients (−1/(N − 1)B1) actually contributes to the direct benefit of indis-295

criminate harming.296

Others have suggested that harming traits should be classified based297

on their primary effects only, rather than their total fitness effects (Krupp,298

2013). This means that indiscriminate harming traits like larger territory299

size, which may be associated with a survival or fecundity cost (−c < 0 in300

the terms of our model), would be classified as spiteful, despite the feedback301

benefit to the focal actor. We argue, however, that a classification based on302

total fitness effects (−C and RB) is more useful (Hamilton, 1964; West et al.,303

2007). This is because it emphasises the fundamental distinction between304

spiteful harming, which is favoured by indirect fitness benefits and requires305

kin discrimination, versus selfish harming, which is favoured by direct fit-306

ness benefits and does not require kin discrimination (West and Gardner,307

2010). Similar arguments have been made for maintaining the distinction308

between altruistic helping (−C < 0, B > 0) and mutually-beneficial helping309

(−C > 0, B > 0) (West et al., 2007).310

4.2 Indiscriminate harming in nature311

We found that selfish indiscriminate harming can be favoured most in small312

populations or small economic neighbourhoods (e.g., small groups with rel-313

atively local competition). This is because harming primary recipients leads314
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to reduced competition for all individuals in the population or group, and a315

focal actor receives a larger fraction of this secondary benefit when it makes316

up a larger fraction of the population or group. Indiscriminate harming can317

therefore be thought of as producing a type of public good for secondary318

recipients (Tullock, 1979), analogous to indiscriminate helping, which is of-319

ten thought of as a public good for primary recipients. A key difference is320

that indiscriminate helping is inhibited by local competition (Taylor, 1992;321

Griffin et al., 2004); in contrast, indiscriminate harming requires local com-322

petition so that the focal actor can actually benefit from the reduced com-323

petition that results from its harming (Gardner et al., 2004).324

So where can we expect to find indiscriminate harming in nature? As325

recognised by Hamilton (1970), very small populations will tend to extinc-326

tion, so harming traits in these populations are unlikely to be observed. An327

alternative may be small groups with relatively local competition, such that328

harming an individual reduces competition for local resources. One poten-329

tial example is in fig wasps, where males fight for access to females, and330

the intensity of fighting increases sharply as the number of males in the fig331

declines (Reinhold, 2003; West et al., 2001). Further potential examples in-332

clude competition among female honey bees for a colony and other cases333

where males engage in local competition for mates (e.g., Melittobia para-334

sitoids; West (2002)).335
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A Territory Size model404

Here, we derive an expression for the fitness of a focal actor with a mutant405

territory size strategy, based on the models of Knowlton and Parker (1979);406

Parker and Knowlton (1980). We consider a population that is structured407

into d demes of n individuals competing for territories, where each deme408

has A units of available territory. The focal actor’s strategy, x, represents a409

continuous number of territory units that it attempts to gain (x > 0). The410

average strategy of the actor’s deme mates is y, and the average strategy in411

all other demes is z.412

We first calculate the expected offspring production (expected fecundity,413

F) for the focal actor, an individual in the actor’s deme, and an individual414

in another deme. These expected values depend on: (1) the probability415
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of an individual acquiring a territory (assuming that available spaces are416

acquired completely randomly); (2) the cost associated with the individual’s417

strategy (assuming fecundity declines linearly with increasing territory size418

strategy; f (x) = 1 − ax, where 0 < a < 1). For the focal actor, there are A/y419

spaces available in the deme, and we use the simplifying assumption that420

a mutant individual has priority to claim the territory units denoted by its421

strategy (Knowlton and Parker, 1979). Therefore, the focal actor has a 1/n422

probability of acquiring a territory, and its expected fecundity is:423

Fx =
A
y

1
n
f (x) . (A.1)

The space available for others in the patch depends on whether or not the424

focal actor claims a territory. The actor gains access to the patch with prob-425

ability A/ny, and in this case (A−x)/y spaces remain; otherwise, A/y spaces426

are available. The expected fecundity for one of the n−1 deme mates of the427

focal actor is therefore:428

Fy =
(
A
ny

A− x
y

f (y) +
(
1− A

ny

)
A
y
f (y)

)
(n− 1)−1 . (A.2)

Finally, for an individual in another deme in the population, there are A/z429

spaces available, and so the expected fecundity for one of these individuals430

is:431

Fz =
A
z

1
n
f (z) , (A.3)

We next calculate the focal actor’s fitness, ω, which is the number of its432

offspring that survive to compete for a territory in the next generation. This433

can be partitioned into two terms, the first term accounting for offspring434

that compete on the focal actor’s natal deme (those that did not disperse,435

with probability 1 −m, and those that dispersed but landed on the natal436
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deme, with probability m/d) and the second term accounting for offspring437

that disperse with probability m to compete in the d − 1 non-natal demes:438

ω =

(
1−m+ m

d

)
Fxn

(1−m)Fx + (n− 1)(1−m)Fy + 1
d (mFx + (n− 1)mFy) + d−1

d nmFz
+

d−1
d nmFx

(1−m)nFz + 1
d (mFx + (n− 1)mFy) + d−1

d nmFz
. (A.4)

where, the denominator of the first and second terms account for, respec-439

tively, all offspring competing in the focal actor’s natal deme and all off-440

spring competing in any other deme in the population. Equation (A.4) is441

the fitness function used to calculate the inclusive fitness effect in eq. (8) of442

the main text. To express the focal individual’s fitness in terms of x, y, and443

zp (the average territory size strategy in the entire population, including the444

focal individual), we substituted (x+(n−1)y−dnzp)/(n−nd) for z in eq. (A.4).445

This gives the fitness function used to calculate the inclusive fitness effect446

in eq. (9) of the main text.447

B Deriving probabilities of genetic identity448

Here, we derive probabilities of genetic identity by descent in a finite deme-449

structured population, following the approach of (Taylor et al., 2000). In450

particular, we needed the probability of identity between the focal actor451

and a randomly selected deme mate (Q1), between the actor and a randomly452

selected individual in another deme (Q2), and between the actor and a ran-453

domly selected individual in the entire population (including itself, Qp
2),454

defined as:455

Q
p
2 =

1
d

(
1
n

+
(n− 1)

n
Q1

)
+
d − 1
d

Q2 . (B.1)
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This is distinct from equation A.1 in Taylor et al. (2000) in that we separate456

out the individual from the group using the term 1
n+ (n−1)

n Q1 which in Taylor457

et al. (2000) would be just Q1. The above yields the recursions:458

Q1 =
(
(1−m)2

(1
n

+
n− 1
n

Q1

)
+
(
1− (1−m)2

)
Q

p
2

)
(1−w)2 (B.2)

Q2 =
(
(1−m)2Q2 +

(
1− (1−m)2

)
Q

p
2

)
(1−w)2 , (B.3)

where, w is the mutation rate. We solve eqs. (B.1) to (B.3) simultaneously459

and take the Taylor expansion to the first order around w = 0 dropping460

second order and higher terms due to the assumption of weak selection,461

giving:462

Q1 = 1− 2dnw, (B.4)

Q2 = 1 +
(

2d(m− 1)2

(m− 2)m
− 2dn

)
w, (B.5)

Q
p
2 = 1 +

2(d(1− (m− 2)m(n− 1))− 1)
(m− 2)m

w. (B.6)

These are used in eqs. (8) and (10) of the main text. Therefore in our case463

the appropriate relatedness would be:464

R1 =
Q1 −Q2

1−Q2
=

(1−m)2

1 +m(2−m)(n− 1)
(B.7)
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Bacteriocins and the evolution of bacterial1

symbioses2

Matishalin Patel, Stuart West3

1 Abstract4

Cooperative symbionts enable their hosts to exploit a diversity of environ-5

ments. A low genetic diversity (high relatedness) between the symbionts6

within a host is thought to favour cooperation by reducing conflict within7

the host. However, hosts will not be favoured to transmit their symbionts in8

costly ways that increase relatedness, unless this also provides an immedi-9

ate fitness benefit to the host. We suggest that antimicrobial warfare, with10

compounds such as bacteriocins, could provide a relatively universal reason11

for why hosts would gain a benefit from increasing the relatedness between12

bacterial symbionts. We theoretically test this hypothesis with a simple il-13

lustrative model that examines whether hosts should manipulate related-14

ness, and an individual based simulation, where hosts and symbionts can15

coevolve. We find that hosts can be favoured to manipulate relatedness, to16

reduce conflict between symbionts, and that this can in turn, select for more17

cooperative symbionts18

keywords:19

virulence, cooperation, game theory, kin-selection, evolution, social evolu-20

tion21
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2 Introduction22

Symbiotic cooperation between species allows new niches to be exploited,23

and the evolution of more complex life (Bourke, 2011; Douglas, 2014). Aphids24

can grow feeding only on nutrient poor plant sap, because their symbi-25

otic bacteria provide essential amino acids (Baumann et al., 1995). The26

siboglinid worms depend upon symbiotic methane or sulphides eating bac-27

teria to survive near hydrothermal vents (Thornhill et al., 2008). Symbiosis28

between an archeal host cell and an aerobic bacterium gave rise to the eu-29

karyotes.30

Both theory and empirical data have suggested that a high genetic re-31

latedness between the symbionts within a host can play a key role in pro-32

moting symbiotic cooperation. When symbionts are more closely related,33

any benefits received from increasing host growth are more likely to be34

shared with relatives, which increases the kin selected benefit of provid-35

ing help to hosts (Frank, 1994a,b; West, Kiers, Simms and Denison, 2002;36

Foster and Wenseleers, 2006; Leeks et al., 2019). Consistent with this pre-37

diction, across different symbioses, bacterial symbionts appear to provide38

more help to their host when relatedness is higher (Fisher et al., 2017). Ad-39

ditionally, experimental and observational studies have shown that condi-40

tions which lead to a higher relatedness also lead to cooperation (Sachs and41

Wilcox, 2006; Dubilier et al., 2008; Bennett and Moran, 2015).42

However, Frank (1996) pointed out that although a higher relatedness43

would favour symbionts to become more cooperative, hosts would not nec-44

essarily be selected to transmit or house their symbionts in ways that in-45

creased relatedness. The reason for this is that, assuming cooperation was46

not adjusted conditionally in response to the local relatedness, symbionts47

would only evolve a higher level of cooperation in response to relatedness48

over time. Consequently, all else being equal, there would be no immediate49

fitness benefit to transmitting symbionts in a way that increased related-50
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ness.51

We suggest that competition through compounds such as bacteriocins52

could provide a relatively general explanation for why hosts would be se-53

lected to increase the relatedness between bacterial symbionts. Recent em-54

pirical work has shown that bacteria conditionally up-regulate their pro-55

duction of bacteriocins in response to the presence of competing strains56

(Majeed et al., 2011; Mavridou et al., 2018; Bhattacharya et al., 2018). Con-57

sequently, when there are more competing lineages and so relatedness be-58

tween interacting bacterial symbionts is lower, bacterial symbionts will put59

more resources into killing each other. This increased toxin production will60

reduce bacterial growth, such that the bacteria will be less beneficial to their61

hosts. We suggest that hosts will be selected to transmit or house their sym-62

bionts in ways that increased relatedness, to decrease this costly conflict.63

We theoretically model the plausibility of this hypothesis, and determine64

the conditions under which it would most be favoured.65

We first develop a deliberately simple model, which captures our hy-66

pothesis in an easily interpretable way, which could be applied to many co-67

operative mutualisms. We then perform a set of simulations of some simple68

scenarios to test our model with less restrictive assumptions.69

3 Models70

3.1 Illustrative Model71

We assume that symbiotic bacteria inhabit a host. Empirical data has shown72

that when bacteria encounter competing strains, they increase their produc-73

tion of bacteriocins (Majeed et al., 2011; Mavridou et al., 2018; Bhattacharya74

et al., 2018). Therefore, when more bacterial strains infect a host, and so75

the genetic relatedness between symbionts is lower, the growth rate of each76

strain will be reduced for two reasons: (1) they will be investing more re-77
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sources into bacteriocin production; (2) the mortality caused by bacteriocins78

from other strains will be greater. We capture these effects by assuming that79

symbiont growth is a positive function of the relatedness within the group:80

S(r) ∝ rα, α ∈R>0 . (1)

The parameter α determines whether the relationship is linear (α = 1), de-81

celerating (α < 1) or accelerating (α > 1). This shape parameter captures all82

the details of how the production and effect of the toxin interact to influence83

the growth rate of a symbiont.84

We assume that hosts gain more benefit from their bacterial symbionts85

when these symbionts are better able to grow. We ask whether a host would86

be favoured to invest in a costly manipulation to influence relatedness amongst87

their symbionts. This manipulative trait (g ∈ [0,1]) could be a behaviour,88

such as young eating parental faeces or a structural adaptation, such as spe-89

cialised organs in the host to store and transmit symbionts (Douglas 1989).90

We assume the initial relatedness amongst symbionts infecting a host91

is rs ∈ [0,1]. This starting relatedness could be due to existing behaviours,92

structural constraints or transmission routes. We assume that if a host in-93

vests an amount g ∈ [0,1] in a costly manipulation trait that this increases94

relatedness to some final relatedness (rf ∈ [0,1]):95

rf = rs + g(1− rs) . (2)

We assume that the cost of investing in the trait that increases symbiont96

relatedness reduces host fitness by a fraction (1 − g)β , where β is another97

shape parameter. We assume that the cost of increasing symbiont related-98

ness and benefits from symbiont growth interact multiplicatively, such that99
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host fitness (WH ) is:100

WH = (1− g)β (rs + g(1− rs))α (3)

We aim to find when this costly trait is favoured. To do this we solve for a101

candidate evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) amount of manipulation for102

the host to invest in (g∗). The ESS (g∗) represents the strategy which could103

not be beaten by any other strategy, and is given by solving for when fitness104

is maximised; dWH
dg

∣∣∣
g=g∗ = 0 (Maynard Smith and Price, 1973):105

g∗ = 1− b
(a+ b)(1− rs)

. (4)

Equation (4) predicts hosts can be favoured to perform a costly trait that in-106

creases relatedness between symbionts, to reduce the extent to which sym-107

bionts invest in costly conflict. Specifically, the ESS host manipulation of re-108

latedness (g∗) will increase when: (i) the starting relatedness amongst sym-109

bionts decreases (rs), (ii) the influence of relatedness on symbiont growth is110

more accelerating (higher α), and (iii) the cost of manipulating relatedness111

is more decelerating (lower β).112

3.2 Simulation113

Our analytical model made a number of simplifying assumptions. In partic-114

ular, we: (1) assumed a simple relationship between symbiont growth and115

host fitness; (2) did not specifically model symbiont cooperation, or exam-116

ine how this would respond to host manipulation; (3) did not allow for co-117

evolution between host and symbiont traits. We explored the consequences118

of relaxing these assumptions with an individual-based simulation.119

We performed two simulations. In the first simulation the symbionts120

unconditionally express bacteriocins into the environment, however these121

toxins did not target self. This means that when a host increases relatedness122
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between bacteria the toxins they produce do not affect each other and the123

group has a higher average growth rate.124

This unconditional response is a simplification, though some species125

may pursue this strategy as a response to high levels of competition (Bhat-126

tacharya et al., 2018). In the second set of simulations we add in a condi-127

tional response on the part of the bacteria so that bacteria invest less in bac-128

teriocin when they interact with member’s of their own strain. This means129

relatedness has an effect similar to the first model in that bacteriocin can-130

not kill other individuals but also there is an extra benefit to the symbiont131

in that it can dedicate more energy to growth. This model also includes132

a host quality measure which decreases the more bacteriocin is produced.133

This models how bacteriocin production might harm the symbionts vertical134

transmission through reduced host quality.135

3.2.1 Simulation with unconditional responses136

We assume a population ofN hosts in a birth-death Moran process (Zukewich137

et al., 2013). Each generation there are N individual reproduction events138

where one member of the host population copies itself, with a probability139

proportional to its fitness, and another member dies at random.140

Each time a host is born, it acquires k symbiont lineages (strains or141

clones), which can be acquired either vertically from their parent, or hor-142

izontally, from the environment. We assume that the host (i) has an evolv-143

able trait mi that manipulates the likelihood of vertical transmission from144

its parent, m ∈ [0,1]. Specifically, we assume that the final probability of145

vertical transmission is given by:146

λf ,i = λs +mi(1−λs) , (5)

where, λs is the base chance of vertical transmission if the host does not147

attempt to manipulate it, and λf ,i is the final value. This probability is148
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Figure 1: (a) An example simulation run with a starting vertical transmission rate of
λS = 0.5 and an efficiency of cooperation a = 2.4. The gray dashed line indicates the time
at which a host can invest in manipulation (orange). A mutant spreads and is followed by
an increase in symbiont cooperation (purple). (b) Manipulation evolves in the host when
starting vertical transmission is intermediate and when efficiency of cooperation is high.
When starting relatedness is maximal there is no selection for investing in manipulation.
At lower relatednesses manipulation is favoured as long as the benefit from cooperation is
great enough. (c) Here we measure the change in symbiont cooperation from the symbiont
evolved with no host manipulation and the symbiont after manipulation has evolved. In
the lower boundary where evolution of manipulation evolves but starting vertical trans-
mission and/or efficiency of cooperation are low is where manipulation has the largest
impact on cooperation.
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unique to each host based on its personal manipulation trait mi . After a149

period of 2500 generations of burn-in the host trait for manipulation m is150

allowed to evolve from a starting value of 0.151

So, with probability λf ,i when a host reproduces k symbionts are chosen,152

with a probability proportional to growth rate relative to the group, from153

the symbionts within it to colonise its child (vertical transmission). How-154

ever, with probability 1−λf ,i those k symbionts are instead chosen from the155

entire pool of all symbionts within all hosts, with a probability proportional156

to growth rate relative to the population (horizontal transmission).157

We assume that symbionts are under two zero-sum tradeoffs. These are158

controlled by two evolving traits one for growth (Z) and one for coopera-159

tion with the host (X). They may either invest in growth and replication160

(Z ∈ [0,1]) or the production of extracellular effectors (1 −Z). Of these ex-161

tracellular effectors they may either produce a beneficial function for the162

host (X ∈ [0,1]) or toxins that harm other bacteria (1−X). We allow the mu-163

tation, and therefore evolution, of Z, X within the symbionts using small164

deviations drawn from a normal distribution (Norm(0,0.1)), the values are165

clamped within the interval [0,1].166

The relative growth rate of a symbiont will be determined by the amount167

it invests into growth, and the extent to which it is killed by the bacteriocins168

of other lineages, relative to the lineages that it is competing with. We as-169

sume that toxins are discriminatory and do not target self. We also assume170

that expression is not conditional (Bhattacharya et al., 2018). This uncon-171

ditional expression still allows greater growth and less conflict at high re-172

latedness because the toxin’s do not target clones. L is the set of all strains173

(lineages) within a host, within each strain, l ∈ L, there is a set of individu-174

als J . The growth rate (Sl′ ,j ′ ) for a focal symbiont j ′ ∈ J of strain l′ ∈ L inside175
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host i is given by:176

Sl′j ′ = Zl′j ′


1− 1

k − 1

∑

l∈Lrl′

∑

j∈J

(
1−Xl,j

)(
1−Zl,j

)

 (6)

This is the amount of energy put into growth by the symbiont (Zl′j ′ ) multi-177

plied by the bracketed term indicating the effect of the toxin produced by178

others. The second term sums over each strain in the host, ignoring individ-179

uals of the same strain (l ∈ Lr l′), and each individual in that strain. It sums180

together the contributions from each individual towards toxin production181

((1−Xl,j)(1−Zl,j)). This entire quantity is then divided by the total number182

of symbionts (k) in the host excluding the focal individual (1/(k −1)) to give183

the average toxin per capita. This growth rate is calculated for each individ-184

ual in the group and then divided by the group average to get the relative185

growth rate of each individual (WSl′ j′ ):186

WSl′ j′ =
Sl′j ′

S
(7)

We assume that the fitness of a host (WH ) is given by the sum of the187

cooperative benefits given by each symbiont weighted by the symbiont rel-188

ative growth (WSl′ j′ ) rate to give the benefit to the host, multiplied by the189

proportion of resources not invested into symbiont manipulation:190

WHi =



∑

lj

WSljXlj(1−Zlj)



γ

(1− cmi) , (8)

where, c is the cost per unit of the manipulation trait g, and γ is the effi-191

ciency of cooperation.192

We simulate populations of hosts using this framework for multiple dif-193

ferent parameter sets. Figure 1a shows an example simulation run. After a194

period of burn-in (2500 generations) a mutant host invades that invests in195

manipulation. This increase in manipulation leads to an increase in sym-196
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Figure 2: (a) When the evolution of growth is fixed, Z = 0.5, we find that host control
doesn’t evolve. (b) When holding growth at a constant (Z = 0.5) cooperation in the sym-
bionts evolves to a high level despite low host control. This leads to no selection for the
host to increase control.

biont cooperation ((1−Z)X).197

We found manipulation evolved when the starting vertical transmission198

rate is at an intermediate value. When starting vertical transmission is too199

low the increased manipulation seems to not be effective enough and when200

it is too high symbionts are already highly cooperative so there is no benefit201

(fig. 1b). Figure 1c shows the difference between this basic level of coop-202

eration and the level of cooperation at the end of a simulation once host203

manipulation has had an impact. Host manipulation changes symbiont co-204

operation the most in the same region as it evolves to the highest level.205

Holding traits constant We considered three tests to confirm the simula-206

tions were acting as we expected. Firstly, when we hold the bacterial growth207

trait, Z = 0.5, constant and allow cooperationX to evolve we observe no evo-208

lution of host control (fig. 2). This occurs because holding growth constant209

leads to the evolution of high levels of cooperation amongst the symbionts210

(X ∼ 1) as there is no benefit from bacteriocins when relatedness is low. This211

leads to no selection for the host to evolve control as there is low conflict re-212

gardless. Secondly, when we consider the case where cooperation, X = 0.5,213
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is held constant this leads to limited evolution of host manipulation (fig. 3).214

When X = 0.5 symbionts optimise their growth rate Z to an intermediate215

value when the starting vertical transmission rate is high and when effi-216

ciency of cooperation is high (fig. 3b). Otherwise they evolve a growth rate217

that is close to one (Z ∼ 1). When the growth rate is intermediate this in-218

creases the production of bacteriocins ((1 − Z)(1 − X)). The host can then219

be selected for to increase relatedness and decrease the level of bacteriocins220

produced by the symbiont.221

Thirdly we show that, when holding both cooperation and growth con-222

stant (X = 0.5, Z = 0.5), control cannot evolve (fig. 4). It may not immedi-223

ately be clear why this should be the case as our illustrative model shows224

that manipulation should be stable in this scenario. One possible explana-225

tion is that evolutionary divergence between vertical and horizontal sym-226

bionts might be necessary to stabilise costly manipulation in our model.227

Consider a population of symbionts where each member is its own species228

(maximal conflict). Now a host population that is monomorphic for no ma-229

nipulation would be invaded by a population that exerts a slight control (á230

la Taylor and Frank (1996)) as they would experience slightly less conflict.231

And this process should repeat until an equilibrium is reached, this logic is232

equivalent to the argument in section 3.1. However, our simulations use a233

finite population, by increasing relatedness within hosts there is also an in-234

crease in relatedness of the horizontally transmitting symbionts (transmis-235

sion is probabilistic). This leads to the invasion of low manipulation hosts236

that take advantage of this low symbiont diversity. This exploitation means237

that manipulation cannot evolve when all symbionts are identical. The abil-238

ity for symbionts to evolve with their hosts leads to low growth mutants that239

do not transmit horizontally as well. The feedback in the vertical lineages240

essentially separates the symbionts into vertical and horizontal pools and241

reduces the benefit from being a low manipulation mutant as horizontal242
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Figure 3: (a) When the evolution of cooperation is fixed, X = 0.5, we find that host control
can evolve. (b) When holding cooperation at a constant (X = 0.5) selection for maximal
growth (Z = 1) seem to relax at high vertical transmission rates (λs) and high efficiencies
(γ). This selects for host mutants that reduce the conflict generated in those regions.

transfer will be dominated by low quality symbionts.243

3.2.2 Simulation with conditional response244

In the simulations performed in section 3.2.1 we had a discrimination sys-245

tem for the bacteriocin but it was not conditional to the presence of other246

strains. We also had a relative growth rate effect whereby the toxin pro-247

duced in a patch only mattered for within host growth and everything was248

normalised between hosts this may have lead to the earlier simulation un-249

derestimating the effect of bacteriocin production when selecting bacteria250

for horizontal transmission.251

To attempt to address this we made two changes to the equations pre-252

sented in section 3.2.1. Firstly for Sl′ ,j ′ (eq. (6)), which is the growth rates of253

the symbiont within a host we modified the equation to include a term that254

describes the amount of toxin that would have been produced by the focal255

individual but was not. This represents the benefit to the symbiont of not256

expending energy on bacteriocin production when relatedness is high. This257
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Figure 4: When growth and cooperation are fixed, Z = 0.5 and X = 0.5, host control does
not evolve.

gives a modified symbiont growth rate SFl′j ′ :258

SFl′j ′ =Zl′j ′


1− 1

k − 1

∑

l∈Lrl′

∑

j∈J

(
1−Xl,j

)(
1−Zl,j

)

 ·


1 +

∑

j∈Jrj ′

(
1−Xl′ ,j

)(
1−Zl′ ,j

)

 . (9)

The third term here is the sum of the toxin that would have been expended259

for each member of the focal individual’s strain. This is then used to calcu-260

late a relative growth rate:261

W F
SF
l′ j′

=
SFl′j ′

S
(10)

The second change was made to the host fitness function, W F
Hi

:262

WHi =



∑

lj

W F
SFlj
Xlj(1−Zlj)




γ

1
k


1−

∑

lj



∑

l∈Lrl′

∑

j∈J

(
1−Xl,j

)(
1−Zl,j

)




 (1− cmi) . (11)
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Figure 5: (a) Manipulation evolves in the host when starting vertical transmission is inter-
mediate and when efficiency of cooperation is high. The patterns are similar to those found
when doing the simulation without the explicit feedbacks (fig. 1b). (b) The change in sym-
biont cooperation from the symbiont evolved with no host manipulation and the symbiont
after manipulation has evolved is shown here. In the lower boundary where evolution of
manipulation evolves but starting vertical transmission and/or efficiency of cooperation
are low is where manipulation has the largest impact on cooperation. This is again similar
to the pattern observed before (fig. 1c).

We insert a term after calculating the benefit from the cooperation produced263

by each symbiont, the new term calculates the amount of toxin produced by264

each symbiont within the host. This then penalises the cooperative benefit265

the symbionts given to the host. This captures the idea that host’s with high266

levels of bacteriocin production will have a lower quality than those without267

as the symbionts will reach a lower carrying capacity within the host.268

Figure 5 shows the results of the modified simulations. The pattern269

is qualitatively identical to before with intermediate vertical transmission270

rates and high efficiencies of cooperation favouring the evolution of host271

control.272

We also performed the same diagnostic simulations as those done for273

the first simulation with unconditional expression. We recovered the same274

patterns for our second simulation model (appendix A.1.1).275
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4 Discussion276

We have shown that: (1) a host can be selected to increase relatedness amongst277

its bacterial symbionts to decrease conflict via antimicrobials such as bacte-278

riocins; (2) this, in turn, selects for higher levels of cooperation from sym-279

bionts towards their hosts.280

4.1 Illustrative model281

Our illustrative model assumed that higher relatedness increases the growth282

rate of the symbiont. This is based upon experimental work on density de-283

pendent behaviour in bacteriocin production (Bashey et al., 2012; Mavridou284

et al., 2018). However, previous theory suggests that bacteriocin production285

may in fact follow a domed relationship with relatedness (Gardner et al.,286

2004). This would mean that increasing relatedness may decrease growth287

rates depending on the starting relatedness. This implies that in nature288

the evolution of host control may be constrained by the un-manipulated289

relatedness as sometimes selection may favour reducing relatedness. In-290

deed, we might predict that evolution should favour either highly related291

symbionts or highly unrelated ones to avoid these intermediate relatedness292

values where conflict is high.293

Our models predict that hosts will invest more resources into increasing294

relatedness when this will lead to a greater increase in fitness. For example,295

in systems where relatedness between symbionts would otherwise be very296

low, due to low rates of vertical transmission, or due to population structur-297

ing leads to greater mixing and conflict between different bacterial strains298

(fig. 1b). The diversity of mutualisms in the natural world would allow our299

predictions to be tested with across species comparative studies. For ex-300

ample, amongst the mycetocyte symbionts that infect a variety of insects301

the mode of vertical transmission varies from faecal smearing to specialised302

structures that transfer the symbionts from the mycetocytes to the ovaries303
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(Douglas, 1989). Previous empirical work on termites and ants has shown304

that they can be selected to maintain their fungal symbionts at high relat-305

edness, to reduce incompatibility conflicts (Korb and Aanen, 2003; Poulsen306

and Boomsma, 2005; Aanen et al., 2009). Our hypothesis provides an anal-307

ogous mechanism which could operate across all bacterial symbioses.308

4.2 Simulations309

The simulations agreed with the model in their patterns at the macro-scale.310

However the fact that holding the symbiont traits constant removed any se-311

lective pressure for the evolution of control shows the important dynamics312

that can be missed by static models. Our analytic model used a simple be-313

havioural rule for the symbiont to show that costly manipulation could be314

favoured by the host. Our simulations embedded a similar rule into a dy-315

namic system with finite population sizes, and we found that the evolution316

of manipulation in this scenario could not work when symbionts were all317

identical. We suggest that manipulation exerted by the hosts leads to a pub-318

lic goods dilemma were the good was the symbiont diversity. By investing319

in control hosts reduced the diversity for everyone including those who did320

not invest. Allowing the symbionts to evolve in response breaks this pat-321

tern. Evolution would lead to a separation between the symbiont lineages322

that are transmitted between hosts and within hosts. This separation breaks323

the advantage for low host manipulation mutants and stabilises manipula-324

tion in the host population. This argument for why evolution of control is325

not stable when symbionts cannot evolve could be tested properly by keep-326

ing track of the symbiont lineages during the simulation which was not a327

feature included in our simulation.328

The simulations we used relied on abstraction when it came to most of329

the symbiont interactions. This was mainly done to spare computational330

time. Future work could improve on this by modelling the within host dy-331
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namics of the symbionts more explicitly. Modelling the individual symbiont332

interactions explicitly would also allow us to more easily keep track of the333

lineages of symbionts and confirm our suggestion that this bifurcation be-334

tween strategies is what stabilises host manipulation.335

4.3 Conclusion336

We have focused on how a shared interest between symbionts and their337

hosts can favour symbiont cooperation. Analogous predictions could apply338

to cases where cooperation is enforced, via mechanisms such as sanctions339

or trading (Kiers et al., 2003, 2011). In those cases, enforcement works best340

when it is directed at clonal groups, such as within a legume nodule (West,341

Kiers, Simms and Denison, 2002; West, Kiers, Pen and Denison, 2002; Wy-342

att et al., 2013). Reducing costly bacteriocin production provides a fitness343

benefit for hosts to do this, with the knock on influence that it would favour344

enforcement mechanisms, which would lead to even higher levels of co-345

operation. Consequently, reducing microbial competition could facilitate346

symbiont cooperation more generally, irrespective of whether it arises via a347

shared interest or enforcement.348
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A Appendix435

A.1 Simulations436

Our individual based simulations are composed of two types of individ-437

uals: hosts and symbionts. Each simulation has a fixed number of hosts438

(N ) and a fixed number of symbionts per host (k). Each generation there439

are N individual reproduction events where one member of the host pop-440

ulation copies itself, with a probability proportional to its fitness, and an-441

other member dies at random. The order in which this takes place is ran-442

domised to avoid biasing the model to the evolution of certain types of traits443

(Zukewich et al., 2013).444

The fitnesses of the newly created symbionts and the new host are up-445

dated using the equations for fitnesses in the main text (eqs. (7) and (8)).446

Then a new host is chosen and the cycle repeats. By performing a host re-447

placement N times we simulate one generation. Simulations were run for448

10000 generations, for the first 2500 generations the host’s manipulations449

trait was not allowed to evolve to allow the symbionts to reach an equilib-450

rium.451

The simulations used in this paper were done using a population size of452

N = 200 hosts and k = 5 symbionts per host. The cost for the manipulation453

was kept low but significant at c = 0.1. Each simulation was replicated 5454

times.455

Simulation code was written in the julia programming language ver-456

sion 1.1 and run locally on a Dell Optiplex 7040 computer running Ubuntu457

17.10. The starting vertical transmission (λS) was sampled in the interval458

[0,1] in 0.1 increments. The shape parameter for cooperation (α) was sam-459

pled in the interval [0.2,3] in 0.2 increments.460

This sampling gave 165 different combinations which were each simu-461

lated over 5 repeats, leading to 825 observations.462
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Figure A.1: (a) When the evolution of growth is fixed, Z = 0.5, we find that host control
doesn’t evolve in the modified model with feedbacks. (b) When holding growth at a con-
stant (Z = 0.5) cooperation in the symbionts evolves to a high level despite low host control.
This again leads to no selection for the host to increase control.

A.1.1 Conditional expression plots463

We find grossly the same behaviour in the second simulation as in the first.464

When growth is held constant (Z = 0.5) and cooperation (X) is allowed to465

evolve then investment into bacteriocins is minimal and so host control has466

no selective advantage (fig. A.1). When instead cooperation is held constant467

and growth is allowed to evolve (X = 0.5) then we find that growth evolves468

to be lower at high rates of vertical transmission and when cooperation is469

efficient this leads to host manipulation evolving to reduce the associated470

increase in bacteriocin production (fig. A.2). Finally when both are fixed we471

again see no host control evolving. Which is due to manipulation of relat-472

edness not leading to a separation of symbiont pools and therefore benefits473

cannot be restricted to manipulating hosts which leads to host manipula-474

tion being unstable (fig. A.3).475
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Figure A.2: (a)Similar to what was found in the first simulation with no feedbacks when
the evolution of cooperation is fixed, X = 0.5, we find that host control can evolve. (b)
When holding cooperation at a constant (X = 0.5) selection for maximal growth (Z = 1)
seem to relax at high vertical transmission rates (λs) and high efficiencies (γ). This selects
for host mutants that reduce the conflict generated in those regions.
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Figure A.3: For the feedback model we again see that when growth and cooperation are
fixed, Z = 0.5 and X = 0.5, host control does not evolve in the parameters explored.
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6

D I S C U S S I O N

As an integrated thesis each chapter is a self-contained element

and therefore includes its own discussion. In this chapter I

bring together some thoughts that emerge from viewing these

chapters as a whole. I also discuss some future direction this

work could take.

6.1 the volunteer’s dilemma and eco-evolutionary

feedbacks

In chapter 2 I show how the growth and virulence of the bacteria

Bacillus thuringiensis depends on a social game — the production

of Crystal toxins. The production of toxin is a form of social

game called a volunteer’s dilemma where some members of a

group must volunteer to produce a benefit to all members of

the group (including themselves)(Höfte and Whiteley, 1989; Ray-

mond and Bonsall, 2013). The benefit from these kinds of goods

are highly nonlinear; once the good has been produced there

is no additional benefit for over-producing, and any amount of

good lower than the threshold gives no benefit at all (Archetti,

2009). The return on investment is then often like a step func-

tion. I showed how this non-linearity introduces strong density

and frequency dependent effects between cooperators (who pro-
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duce the crystal toxins) and defectors (who do not), even in

well mixed populations. I also presented in this paper a way

to simplify aggregation into these kinds of multiplayer games

using a modified Poisson Binomial distribution. The volunteer’s

dilemma is a very widely applicable game to biological scenar-

ios. Quorum sensing and costly signals in general fall under its

umbrella (Darch et al., 2012).

If volunteer’s dilemmas are more widespread in social in-

teractions the fact that they are under these strong density

and frequency dependent effects could lead to significant eco-

evolutionary feedbacks. In chapter 3 I investigated this idea

further by attempting to explicitly include these ecological fac-

tors as well as the evolutionary ones (Ross-Gillespie et al., 2007;

Ross-Gillespie et al., 2009; Sanchez and Gore, 2013; Gokhale

and Hauert, 2016). I showed that over long timescales the evo-

lutionary and ecological dynamics could interact and lead to

intermittent fluctuations in both the evolutionary (frequency

of defectors) and ecological (population densities) signals of a

population.

My simulations in chapter 3 show that the short term within-

year dynamics when mapped year to year lead to these fluctua-

tions. However, the methods I used to develop and understand

these models were not suited to analysing these kinds of chaotic

dynamics. I think the next step in this work is to establish

whether the dynamics are as chaotic as they look and if I can

detect exactly what the critical parameters are that change the

mapping from a predictable deterministic one to a chaotic de-

terministic map. Some of the analysis that has been done on
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transient population dynamics could prove useful (Stott, 2016).

These perturbation analysis methods have focused on single

species with multiple classes so it is unclear how much more

difficult it would be to extend it into more than one species.

There has been some similar work in bacterial phage dynamics

however the host dynamics are most often held constant in all

the analytical methods to make them tractable (Gandon, 2016;

Gandon et al., 2016).

Both chapter 2 and chapter 3 use a simplified form of re-

latedness and group aggregation using draws from a Poisson

Binomial distribution. This enforces a certain form of sequential

group formation, which is generalisable but could be quite bias-

ing. In nature quantities such as aggregation are process driven

not in built parameters. Extending this work to more explicit

spatial model could give a better understanding of how ag-

gregation (relatedness) changes given these strong interactions

between disease ecology and evolution.

6.2 spite and relatives

In chapter 4 I explore the ideas of indiscriminate spite that have

been around since Hamilton (1970). When talking about social

behaviour one easily gets lost in a morass of causal chains and

fuzzy definitions. In chapter 4 I attempted clarify the classifi-

cation of spite using an inclusive fitness framework with two

parties. Using this methodology I determined that indiscrimi-

nate spite as proposed by previous studies underestimated the
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size of the direct fitness benefit (Knowlton and Parker, 1979;

Parker and Knowlton, 1980; Vickery et al., 2003). By using a

more well defined measure of relatedness for finite populations

we found that the spite earlier studies described should actu-

ally be considered indiscriminate harming as there is a selfish

benefit.

There is an important distinction here between discriminate

and indiscriminate actions. It is often assumed that discrimina-

tion is the act of choosing a subset of individuals for an action

that could affect more than that subset, whereas indiscriminate

actions are those that target all individuals equally. This distinc-

tion may appear clear but it is worthwhile to consider whether

not affecting yourself is discriminatory? It could be argued that

traits such as territory size are discriminatory to kin because an

individual that increases its territory size cannot by definition

also be decreasing its territory size. The actor cannot be affected

by the trait it expresses. Is this discrimination? I would argue it

is not but this view is dependent on viewing discrimination of

self as an evident property of existing. A gene need not wonder

if it exists — evolutio ergo sum. If however, we view discrimina-

tion as strictly the exclusion of some targets over others then

one could argue that some traits discriminate via the action of

the individual and some are inherently discriminatory.

I do not think the maths would change if I were to consider

an indiscriminate trait that could affect self, it would require a

much larger benefit to compensate for the dual costs of doing the

action and bearing the negative benefit. However, the distinction

is important when considering indiscriminate spite in nature.
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We might expect that harming will be much more common

when the harming trait is inherently self-discriminatory.

6.3 harming and host manipulation

In chapter 5 I consider a form of spite which is highly dis-

criminatory. In this chapter I was interested in the idea that

bacteriocin production between bacterial strains (discriminate

spite) could be a driver for the host to invest in increasing relat-

edness amongst its symbionts. Frank (1994, 1996) showed that

there must be an immediate benefit to the host of increasing

relatedness, otherwise the mutant host that did so would not

see any benefit in its lifetime and would not spread. Bacteri-

ocins that target non-kin are prevalent in many bacterial species

(Riley and Wertz, 2002; Mavridou et al., 2018; Granato et al.,

2019). These toxins reduce the growth rate of competing strains

and can be unconditionally or conditionally expressed (Bashey

et al., 2012; Bhattacharya et al., 2018; Mavridou et al., 2018). It

seems reasonable then for a host carrying many bacterial strains

to gain an immediate benefit for increasing relatedness as it

would reduce the inhibitory effect of the toxin’s on the symbiont

growth.

I showed that in principle this could work using a simple

model and slightly more realistic simulation. One initially con-

fusing result that came from our simulation was the fact that if

bacterial traits were not allowed to evolve then the host could

not evolve a stable level of manipulation. My suggestion for why
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this is the case is that because the populations are small and

finite in our simulations evolving a low level of manipulation

increases relatedness not only within the host but also in the

environment. This disincentivises investment in manipulation,

and mutants that do not invest in manipulation take advan-

tage of this higher environmental relatedness and spread. When

symbionts can evolve however they trade-off horizontal transfer

ability for better vertical transmission. This trade-off leads to

the isolation of within host and without host symbiont lineages

therefore the host mutant that evolve a lower relatedness takes in

low quality horizontally transferring symbionts. This penalises

the mutant for taking in horizontal symbionts and stabilises a

high level of manipulation by the host.

While the chain of logic is attractive, and some initial tests

back up the idea, the simulation I ran did not collect the right

data to say definitively if this is why the host manipulation fails.

I would like to more explicitly test this idea before publication,

by keeping track of symbionts as they transmit between and

within hosts more closely.

6.4 concluding remarks

Evolution by natural selection has led to a wide diversity of

complex social interactions. Understanding these interactions

in their fullness can be daunting. In my work, I have tried to

attack small parts of these overarching questions using the ele-

gant mathematical tools that evolutionary theory has provided
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(Hamilton, 1964; Price, 1970; Queller, 1992; Taylor and Frank,

1996).

The importance of feedbacks between ecology and evolution

is unquestionable but trying to understand these kinds of dy-

namics often leads to intractable equations. By understanding

small slices and resorting to exploratory simulations I believe

understanding these processes more clearly is possible.

The evolution of symbiosis represent some of the more ex-

treme examples of adaptation in the natural world. Understand-

ing these systems is not only useful for its own sake but I believe

more widely useful when considering the symbioses we might

wish to engineer or engender using modern technology.
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